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Abstract 

Although functional analysis (FA) methodology is the gold standard for determining the 

function of problem behavior, a major challenge in practice is the safety and efficiency of FAs 

(Betz & Fisher, 2011; Hanley, 2012; Iwata & Dozier, 2008). To address this, researchers have 

proposed various procedural and methodological refinements to FAs. A recent methodological 

refinement to address safety and efficiency involves synthesized (i.e., combined) contingency 

analyses (SCAs) based on the outcomes of other functional behavioral assessment methods 

(Hanley et al., 2014). We replicated and extended Holehan et al. (2020) by comparing the 

outcome of isolated versus synthesized contingencies in functional analyses of precursor 

behavior and target problem behavior while using a reversal design to replicate the effects, as 

well as to analyze potential iatrogenic effects (Retzlaff et al., 2020) for four young children. In 

addition, we collected data on other topographies of problem behavior mentioned in the indirect 

assessment to see if these behaviors occurred in the same conditions as precursor behavior or 

target problem behavior or in other conditions to infer a maintaining variable. Furthermore, we 

examined within-session analyses of FA data to assess under what context precursor behavior or 

target problem behavior occurred (i.e., establishing operation on, establishing operation off) for 

isolated and synthesized contingencies. Next, we extended Tsami and Lerman (2019) by 

evaluating the extent to which FCT+EXT under synthesized contingencies generalized to the 

different isolated contingencies that were shown to maintain precursor behavior or target 

problem behavior for two participants from Study 1. Additional extensions of Tsami and Lerman 

included addressing variables not assessed in their study (i.e., combined variables other than 

escape and tangible), addressing limitations by removing the establishing operation for tangibles 

during isolated escape test sessions, conducting longer isolated test phases, and examining 

within-session analyses for synthesized FCT+EXT and isolated test conditions. Results showed 
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that synthesized contingencies were not necessary to show functional relations between 

precursor behavior or target problem behavior and environmental events for three of four 

participants. Additionally, intervention results showed that synthesized FCRs did not generalize 

to all isolated variables.  
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Further Examination of Isolated Versus Combined Contingencies in Functional Analyses 

Functional behavioral assessment (FBA) is an umbrella term used to describe several 

methods for identifying environmental events associated with the occurrence of problem 

behavior for the purpose of deriving intervention and potential prevention procedures (Hanley, 

2012; Hanley et al., 2003; Iwata & Dozier, 2008). The most reliable and valid FBA method is the 

functional analysis (FA; Iwata et al., 1982/1994), which allows clinicians and researchers to 

identify cause-effect relations between the occurrence of problem behavior and environmental 

conditions, which can lead to the design of effective, function-based interventions (Beavers & 

Iwata, 2013; Hagopian et al., 2013; Hanley et al., 2003; Iwata et al., 1982/1994; Iwata & Dozier, 

2008). In fact, researchers have suggested FAs are a critical step in the assessment and effective 

intervention of problem behavior (Beavers et al., 2013; Hanley et al., 2003; Slaton & Hanley, 

2018).  

Functional analyses involve direct observation and measurement of the occurrence of 

target behavior while manipulating relevant antecedent and consequences under at least one test 

condition and a control condition (Iwata & Dozier, 2008). Often, information from indirect and 

descriptive observations are used to determine antecedents and consequences that are 

manipulated in FA conditions (Dracobly et al., 2018; Neidert et al., 2013b; Rooker et al., 2013). 

During a test condition, a potential reinforcement contingency is programmed for target problem 

behavior. Specifically, test conditions include (a) an establishing operation (EO) programmed to 

increase the value of the putative reinforcer, (b) a discriminative stimulus (Sd) that signals the 

availability of the putative reinforcer, and (c) the delivery of the putative reinforcer contingent on 

the occurrence of target problem behavior (Hanley et al., 2003; Iwata & Dozier, 2008). During a 

control condition, the potential reinforcement contingency is absent. That is, the EO, Sd, and 
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putative reinforcer are not present (Iwata et al., 1982/1994; Iwata & Dozier, 2008; Thompson & 

Iwata, 2005). Higher levels of problem behavior in a test condition as compared to a control 

condition suggest there is a functional relationship between the environmental event manipulated 

in the test condition and the occurrence(s) of target problem behavior. The advent of FA 

methodology has allowed clinicians to derive more effective and socially valid interventions and 

reduce reliance on punishment procedures and pharmacological interventions (Axelrod, 1987; 

Kahng et al., 2002; Mace et al., 1991). That is, once the function of a target behavior is 

determined via an FA, function-based interventions can be derived to (a) decrease the motivation 

to engage in the problem behavior, (b) eliminate the reinforcer for the problem behavior, or (c) 

provide the reinforcer for an alternative response (Ala’i-Rosales et al., 2019; Carr & Durand, 

1985). 

Due to the success of the first systematic FA methodology developed by Iwata et al. 

(1982/1994), many researchers have replicated and extended this “standard” FA methodology 

and suggested procedural and methodological refinements for advancing the methodology (see 

Beavers et al., 2013; Jessel et al., 2020; Hanley et al., 2003 for comprehensive reviews). That is, 

researchers have shown this methodology to be useful in assessing the function of other problem 

behavior including physical aggression (e.g. Newcomb et al., 2019), pica (e.g., Lang et al., 

2020), property destruction (e.g., Fisher et al., 2013; Fisher et al., 2018), stereotypy (e.g., Rapp 

& Vollmer, 2005), elopement (e.g., Neidert et al., 2013a), food refusal (e.g., Piazza et al., 2003), 

inappropriate vocalizations (e.g., Falcomata et al., 2004), and inappropriate sexual behavior (e.g., 

Dozier et al., 2013). In addition, FAs have shown to be useful in determining the function of 

problem behavior in various populations including children and adults with IDD and related 

disabilities (e.g., Iwata et al., 1982/1994; Neidert et al., 2010; Neil & Jones, 2015), children with 
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attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (e.g., Wilder et al., 2001), individuals with Tourette 

Syndrome (e.g., Banda et al., 2009; Scotti et al., 1994), and individuals with Prader-Willi 

syndrome (e.g., Hall et al., 2014; Lambert et al., 2019; Stokes & Luiselli, 2009). Finally, FAs 

have been conducted in various settings including analog settings (e.g., Asmus et al., 2013; 

Derby et al., 1992), schools or classrooms (e.g., Bloom, et al., 2011; Kodak et al., 2013; Rispoli 

et al., 2013), homes or residences (e.g., Dwyer-Moore & Dixon, 2007), the community (e.g., 

Cihak et al., 2007), and to individuals in remote locations using telehealth (e.g., Benson et al., 

2018; Gerow et al., 2021; Wacker et al., 2013). 

In addition to the generality of FA methodology, research has shown the flexibility of FA 

methodology in determining the influence of not only common variables manipulated in Iwata et 

al. 1982/1994 (i.e., attention, escape from demands, and sensory reinforcers) but also various 

other variables such as access to tangibles (i.e., preferred items and activities, preferred edibles), 

access to attention within the context of diverted attention antecedent situations (i.e., when 

attention is delivered to someone else), social escape (i.e., escape from interactions with others), 

as well as more complex contingencies such as escape to a preferred activity or attention (e.g., 

conversation about preferred topics), escape to access automatic reinforcement (e.g., ritualistic 

behavior or stereotypy), access to self-restraint (e.g., Smith et al., 1996), and access to 

compliance with participant mands (Hanley et al., 2003).  

Although the standard FA has been shown to be successful across various populations, 

target behaviors, environments, and maintaining variables, research has suggested refinements to 

standard FA methodology, which has culminated in suggestions for best practice, particularly 

with respect to increasing the efficacy and efficiency of the methodology (Beavers et al., 2013; 

Hanley et al., 2003). In their extensive review of published FAs, Hanley et al. (2003) suggested 
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best practices for conducting FAs include, which have been supported in various publications. 

Best practices include (a) limiting the number of response topographies in an FA to reduce the 

likelihood of masking functional variables (Asmus et al., 2013) and multiple control outcomes 

(Beavers & Iwata, 2011), (b) programming consequences to be delivered on a fixed-ratio 1 (FR1) 

schedule to reduce the frequency and severity of problem behavior due to intermittent 

reinforcement (Hanley, 2012), (c) programming relevant EOs both before and during FA 

sessions to increase the value of the programmed reinforcer, (d) programming discriminative 

stimuli (e.g., colored shirts, different experimenters, specific instructions) to aid in discrimination 

across conditions (Conners et al., 2000), (e) conducting relatively brief (e.g., 5 min or 10 min; 

Wallace & Iwata, 1999) sessions, (f) including tests to identify behavior maintained by automatic 

reinforcement, (g) considering relative reinforcement durations when interpreting data, and thus 

comparing levels of target problem behavior in each test condition to the control condition and 

not to other test conditions (Fisher & Iwata, 1996), (h) including tests for maintenance by 

tangible reinforcement only when indirect assessment and/or direct observation suggests there 

may be a relation (Rooker et al., 2011), (i) starting the FA process with a brief and simple 

methodology (e.g., start with common test conditions) and progressing toward a more complex 

methodology, if necessary (Vollmer et al., 1995), and (j) conducting additional or more in-depth 

indirect assessments and direct observations to determine antecedents or consequences that 

might influence responding in the everyday environment, and thus programmed in the FA if 

more complex analyses are needed to determine a function  (Hagopian et al., 2013; Roscoe et al., 

2015; Schlichenmeyer et al., 2013). In a more recent reviews of the FA literature, Beavers et al. 

(2013) suggested additional best practices include (a) conducting the standard FA in a fixed 

sequence (i.e., no interaction/alone, attention, play, then escape) to capitalize on EOs 
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programmed in previous conditions (Hammond et al., 2013) and (b) using a divided attention 

condition in lieu of a typical attention condition to test for the influence of social positive 

reinforcement in form of attention (Fahmie et al., 2013a) to program a more effective EO and Sd 

for evoking attention maintained problem behavior. Finally, Hagopian et al. (2013) suggested a 

best practice includes deriving stimuli programmed in certain FA conditions (e.g., type of 

attention, type of demands) from indirect and descriptive FBA methods, as well as from 

additional systematic assessment procedures (e.g., Kodak et al., 2007). 

Safety and Efficiency of FA Methodology 

Although FA methodology is the gold standard for determining the function of problem 

behavior, there are some challenges associated with its use (Desrochers et al., 1997; Ellingson et 

al., 1999; Oliver et al., 2015; Roscoe et al., 2015; Weber et al., 2005). A major challenge 

discussed in FA literature is the safety and efficiency of FA methodology. Specifically, although 

the utility of FA methodology has been shown in hundreds of studies and best practice 

recommendations for clinicians have been outlined in detail as described above, research 

suggests clinicians may still avoid conducting FAs due to safety and efficiency concerns with the 

methodology (Oliver et al., 2015; Roscoe et al., 2015; Weber et al., 2005). That is, clinicians 

often continue to rely on less reliable and valid FBAs (i.e., indirect assessments, direct 

observations) or engage in trial-and-error evaluation of behavioral interventions in lieu of 

conducting FAs. Thus, researchers have attempted to address safety and efficiency challenges to 

FA methodology by focusing on procedural and methodological refinements to FA methodology.  

Safety & FAs 

A concern with safety of standard FA methodology is that it may unnecessarily expose 

individuals (e.g., individual or caregiver) to a higher risk of injury because FAs involve setting 

up contingencies to evoke and program reinforcers for target problem behavior (Betz & Fisher, 
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2011). For example, some behavior (e.g., SIB, aggression) may be too dangerous to assess with 

repeated measures or be too dangerous for researchers to allow to occur (Fisher et al., 2013; 

Iwata & Dozier, 2008). In addition, a safety concern is that conducting FAs might result in an 

increase in problem behavior outside the FA (e.g., in the home or classroom; Call et al., 2017). 

However, most research has not supported this effect (e.g., Shabani et al., 2009), and research on 

behavioral contrast suggests the opposite effects might be observed (Reynolds, 1961). That is, 

behavioral contrast suggests that if problem behavior is reinforced on a continuous schedule in 

the FA, then the rate of problem behavior in the everyday environment should decrease if the 

schedule of reinforcement for that problem behavior is thinner.  

Safety concerns regarding the occurrence of severe problem behavior in FAs are a valid 

concern. Behaviors that are life threatening or may result in hospitalization or severe harm 

should be assessed using other FBA methods. Furthermore, modifications to standard FA 

methodology may need to be addressed to decrease the risk of harm, if it is determined an FA is 

feasible (see below). Finally, there are various ways to assess and prevent risk of harm prior to 

conducting FAs (e.g., risk assessment, cost-benefit analysis [Betz & Fisher, 2011; Deochand et 

al., 2020; Iwata & Dozier, 2008; Wiskirchen et al., 2017] and various safeguards to protect the 

individual and environment [Betz & Fisher, 2011; Kahng et al., 2015; Iwata & Dozier, 2008]. 

However, it is important to note that many published studies do not report the use of these risk 

assessments and safeguards, and thus it is unclear how often each are used (Weeden et al., 2010). 

Furthermore, this lack of reporting interferes with clinicians being able to identify benefits and 

risks of various FA procedures and best practices for determining risk and safeguards for 

conducting FAs (Wiskirchen et al., 2017). 

Procedural Modifications to Enhance Safety in FAs 
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It is important to ensure that FA contexts are safe for everyone involved (participant, 

experimenters, others around). Thus, the initial step is to determine whether the benefits of an FA 

for a severe problem behavior outweigh the risks. Various researchers have suggested doing this 

by conducting a risk assessment (Betz & Fisher, 2011; Deochand et al., 2020; Fisher et al., 2013; 

Hanley, 2012; Neidert et al., 2013b; Wiskirchen et al., 2017), which involves asking questions 

about the (a) professionals available for developing and conducting the FA, (b) intensity of the 

problem behavior (i.e., whether the behavior will result in injury, be likely to increase outside of 

FA sessions, or be better assessed with other FBA methods), (c) safety of the physical 

environment for conducting the FA, and (d) the availability of additional staff to assist in 

conducting the FA. Not only does a risk assessment allow for weighing the costs and benefits of 

conducting an FA, but it also provides valuable information that can be used to program 

procedural safeguards to enhance the safety of FAs.  

Some important procedural safeguards based on the risk assessment areas above include 

(a) oversight by appropriate professionals (e.g., medical professionals, Board Certified Behavior 

Analysts [BCBAs]), (b) the use of formal safety procedures, and (c) blocking or interfering with 

the occurrence of the severe target behavior (Neidert et al., 2013a). Various professionals should 

be involved in the design, implementation, and oversight of FAs of severe problem behavior 

(e.g., severe SIB and physical aggression). First, medical professionals should be contacted prior 

to conducting an FA of severe problem behavior (Iwata et al., 1982/1994) such that a full 

medical evaluation can be conducted to rule out a medical condition (e.g., ear infection, 

migraine, toothache) that may be influencing problem behavior. Additionally, a medical 

professional should be involved in the design of the FA regarding whether the behavioral 

assessment should be conducted and criteria to be used to terminate a session or the entire 
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assessment (Kahng et al., 2015). Finally, if possible, a medical professional (e.g., nurse) should 

be available to provide ongoing evaluation of potential injury or risk throughout the FA (e.g., 

Iwata et al., 1982/1994). However, the latter may not be feasible in environments other than 

hospitals and in-patient clinics, thus additional procedural safeguards will be necessary. Second, 

a BCBA with expertise in FA methodology and function-based intervention should oversee all 

aspects of developing and implementing an FA. Finally, only individuals who have experience 

conducting FAs and are well trained in best practices should conduct FA sessions (Hanley, 

2012).   

 In addition to appropriate professional involvement, several formal safety procedures 

should be considered including (a) modifying the physical environment to increase safety, (b) 

using a formal system for monitoring and preventing severe injury, and (c) involving trained 

staff who are able to provide first aid for minor injuries and help ensure other aspects of safety 

(Iwata & Dozier, 2008; Neidert et al., 2013b). Modifying the physical environment to promote 

safety might include using soft stimuli (e.g., toys and task materials) and padded floors, walls, 

and tables to reduce the likelihood of injury or destruction from throwing items and SIB. Using a 

formal system for monitoring and preventing injury involves ongoing evaluation of injuries 

throughout the FA process (i.e., prior to sessions, after X number of sessions, after problem 

behavior occurs in a session). For example, a clinician or researcher might use the Self-Injurious 

Behavior Trauma (SIT) scale (Iwata et al., 1990) to measure the type, location, and severity of 

SIB (see Fisher et al., 2013 for more information). Furthermore, the system should include pre-

determined session termination criteria to prevent injury. Sessions can be programmed to 

terminate following minor tissues damage such as reddening or breaking of the skin (Betz & 

Fisher, 2011) or based on the frequency of target problem behavior that occurs in the session or a 
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period of time during the session (e.g., Iwata et al., 1982/1994). Involving trained staff to provide 

first aid involves ensuring staff involved in the FA have received training on providing 

intervention for minor injuries, as well as determining when they should call for medical 

assistance for more involved injury. Furthermore, additional trained staff may be necessary to 

help ensure safety and implement crisis management procedures (Kahng et al., 2015). 

 In addition to the safety procedures described above, clinicians and researchers should 

consider using response blocking and protective equipment to interfere with the occurrence of 

problem behavior and prevent injury to the individual or others. Response blocking is a 

procedural strategy that involves preventing the occurrence of problem behavior by briefly 

disrupting and physically blocking the potentially harmful response from occurring (Reed et al., 

2013). Although response blocking is designed to reduce the likelihood that problem behavior 

will result in injury, there is a limitation associated with its use. That is, by blocking a response 

from occurring, the experimenter may inadvertently be providing positive reinforcement or 

positive punishment, which may result in false-positive or false-negative outcomes (Le & Smith, 

2002). Thus, if clinicians or researchers use response blocking during an FA, researchers 

recommend responses be blocked consistently across all FA conditions (Neidert et al., 2013b).   

 In addition to response blocking, protective equipment (Fisher et al., 2013) may be used 

to prevent injury. Protective equipment includes devices (e.g., helmet, arm pads, leg pads) or 

clothing (e.g., jean jacket, hat) that are to be worn by the individual or the experimenters to 

reduce the likelihood of either individual being injured. Although protective equipment is 

designed to reduce the likelihood that the occurrence of problem behavior results in injury, there 

is a limitation associated with its use. That is, the use of protective equipment may have 

suppressive effects on the occurrence of problem behavior, thus interfering with determining the 
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function of problem behavior (e.g., automatically maintained problem behavior; Borrero et al., 

2002; Le & Smith, 2002). Thus, if clinicians or researchers use protective equipment during an 

FA, researchers recommend they be used consistently across all FA conditions (Neidert et al., 

2013b).   

Efficiency Concerns and FAs 

Another important concern in conducting FAs is efficiency. That is, if the FA takes 

considerable time to conduct, it not only delays implementation of intervention but may also be 

associated with safety concerns. Thus, an important consideration in safety of FAs is the 

efficiency with which they are conducted. That is, the speed at which an FA determines a 

functional relation (Jessel et al., 2016; Saini et al, 2020). Roscoe et al. (2015) and Oliver et al. 

(2015) conducted surveys with practitioners regarding their use of FAs, and results suggested 

that although practitioners thought FAs were best practice in determining functional variables 

and deriving effective interventions, most reported they rarely use FAs. One of the most reported 

challenges to conducting FAs was the lack of time to conduct the FA. Therefore, as outlined in 

various publications (e.g., Beavers et al., 2013; Saini et al., 2020) researchers have focused on 

increasing efficiency by reducing the amount of time an FA takes such that an effective function-

based intervention may be initiated quickly.  

In a recent review, Saini et al. (2020) suggested several additional best practices in 

standard FA methodology, particularly with respect to enhancing efficiency, and indirectly 

safety. The authors suggest it is likely that multiple methodological variables likely interact to 

influence efficiency. The authors reiterated many best practices outlined by Hanley et al. (2003) 

and Beavers et al. (2013) that likely result in more efficient FAs, and they outlined several 

additional suggested practices, particularly for the purpose of increasing efficiency. They 
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suggested using structured, ongoing visual inspection (OVI) criteria based on certain visual 

inspection rules to determine functional relations. They also suggested conducting a series of 

alone or ignore sessions at the start of the FA to rule in or out an automatic reinforcement 

function (Querim et al., 2013). They suggested using within-session analyses to evaluate patterns 

of responding for each session. They suggested incorporating caregivers as experimenters and 

conducting FA sessions in known settings to evoke problem behavior more readily (e.g., Mueller 

et al., 2011; Thomason-Sassi et al., 2013). They suggested using trial-based FAs when the goal is 

to test for isolated functions and using synthesized contingency analyses when the goal is to rule 

in or out social functions (but not gain information regarding specific social functions). They 

suggested the use of latency-based measures when warranted (Thomason-Sassi et al., 2011). 

Finally, they suggested using a control condition that controls for all contingencies presented in 

test conditions.  

Methodological Modifications to Enhance Safety and Efficiency in FAs 

As mentioned, a major focus of research in FA methodology has involved 

methodological changes to enhance safety and efficiency in FAs. That is, researchers have 

developed and evaluated procedures to decrease the occurrence of severe problem behavior in 

FAs by conducting precursor FAs, which involve programming contingencies for behaviors that 

are less severe and reliably precede the occurrence of severe problem behavior (e.g., Borrero & 

Borrero, 2008; Fritz et al., 2013; Hagopian et al., 2005; Herscovitch et al., 2009; Lalli et al., 

1995; Najdowski et al., 2008; Smith & Churchill, 2002). Another method to decrease the 

occurrence of problem behavior in FAs is the latency-based FA, which involves measuring 

latency to the first occurrence of problem behavior then ending the session (e.g., Jessel et al., 

2018; Kamlowsky et al., 2021; Thomason-Sassi et al., 2011). Researchers have also developed 

and evaluated procedures to decrease the overall duration of FAs. Methods include (a) brief FAs 
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(e.g., Derby et al., 1992; Greer et al., 2020; Kahng & Iwata, 1999; Northup et al., 1991) in which 

single sessions of each condition is implemented, (b) truncated session duration (e.g., 3 min, 5 

min; e.g., Northup et al., 1991; Perrin et al., 2008; Vollmer et al., 1995), and (c) trial-based FAs 

in which control and test segments for each putative reinforcer is conducted to determine 

whether more trials of a test condition are associated with problem behavior than the control 

condition  (e.g., Austin et al., 2015; Bloom et al., 2011; Sigafoos & Saggers, 1995). Furthermore, 

within-session analyses (e.g., Northup et al., 1991; Roane et al., 1999; Vollmer et al., 1995) have 

been used to clarify the outcomes of FAs by showing patterns of responding within particular 

sessions and/or conditions to decrease the number of sessions required. Finally, researchers have 

recently focused on single-function tests (e.g., Fahmie et al., 2013b; Hanley, 2012; Hanley et al., 

2014; Iwata & Dozier, 2008; Querim et al., 2013; Vollmer et al., 1995; Vollmer et al., 1994) to 

decrease the overall duration of FAs.  

Single-Function Tests 

Iwata and Dozier (2008) and Hanley (2012) suggested one way to decrease FA duration 

was to engage in hypothesis testing by developing single-function FA tests based on information 

gained by other FBA methods (i.e., indirect assessments, descriptive assessments). That is, 

single-function tests should only be used when indirect assessments such as the Functional 

Analysis Screening Tool (FAST; Iwata et al., 2013), Motivation Assessment Scale (MAS; 

Durand & Crimmins, 1988), Questions About Behavioral Function (QABF; Matson & Vollmer, 

1995), or open-ended interviews (Hanley, 2012) and descriptive assessments such as a structured 

observation (Fisher et al., 2016) or the structured descriptive assessment (SDA; Freeman et al., 

2000) strongly inform a clear hypothesis regarding the functional variable (Iwata & Dozier, 

2008). Methodological modifications of FAs that involve single-function tests include (a) a 
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consecutive alone or no interaction analysis (i.e., screening assessment; Querim et al., 2013; 

Vollmer et al., 1995; Vollmer et al., 1994), (b) a pairwise analysis (Iwata & Dozier, 2008), and 

(c) a synthesized contingency analysis (Hanley et al., 2014).  

Alone or No Interaction Analysis (Screening Assessment) 

An alone or no interaction screening assessment is used to rule in or out an automatic 

reinforcement function (Querim et al., 2013; Vollmer et al., 1995; Vollmer et al., 1994). That is, 

if information from an indirect or descriptive assessment suggests a hypothesized automatic 

reinforcement function, repeated alone or no-interaction sessions can be conducted to verify 

whether the problem behavior continues to occur in the absence of social consequences. If 

problem behavior maintains during the screening assessment, an automatic reinforcement 

hypothesis is validated, and a functional variable is determined. Thus, intervention based on an 

automatic function can be implemented. By contrast, if problem behavior does not maintain (i.e., 

decreases within or across sessions), it is possible that extinction has occurred, suggesting that 

problem behavior is maintained by social reinforcement and further analysis is warranted. 

Vollmer et al. (1994) were the first to propose the use of consecutive alone or no-interaction 

sessions to clarify outcomes of undifferentiated standard FAs. Results showed that conducting 

consecutive no-interaction sessions showed that one participant’s problem behavior was 

maintained by automatic reinforcement, and intervention based on this outcome was effective. 

 Although previous studies showed consecutive no interaction or alone conditions are 

effective for determining if problem behavior persists in the absence of social variables (e.g., 

Vollmer et al., 1994; Vollmer et al., 1995), Querim et al. (2013) was the first to systematically 

evaluate the utility of a single function no interaction or alone condition. This type of evaluation 

has commonly been referred to as a screening assessment. In this study, 26 individuals yielding a 
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total of 30 cases (two individuals engaged in multiple problem behaviors) whose target problem 

behavior was stereotypy were briefly exposed to alone or no-interaction sessions. Researchers 

chose stereotypy as the target problem behavior because the results of several studies (e.g., 

Piazza et al., 2000; Rapp et al., 1999; Vollmer et al., 1994) have shown that stereotypy is likely 

to be maintained by automatic reinforcement. Researchers also included other topographies of 

problem behavior such as aggression and SIB in the screening assessment, given that these 

behaviors have been shown to be maintained by social reinforcement (e.g., Iwata et al., 1994; 

Marcus et al., 2001). Screening consisted of a series of 5-min alone (or no interaction) sessions 

followed by a standard FA as described by Iwata et al. (1982/1994). The results of the alone or 

no interaction sessions were then compared to the results of the standard FA. Results indicated 

that the outcomes of the screening assessments accurately predicted the functional variable of 

problem behavior (either automatic or social reinforcement) in 28 of 30 cases. Furthermore, the 

mean duration of the screening procedure across participants was 21.5 minutes. 

In summary, research suggests screening assessments might be an effective and efficient 

assessment methodology in clinical environments when indirect assessments and descriptive 

observations strongly suggest the target behavior is maintained by automatic reinforcement and 

when it is not possible or practical to implement a full standard FA. However, it is important to 

note that if problem behavior does not maintain with repeated alone or no-interaction sessions, 

further analysis with a either a standard FA or an FA specifically testing for social variables is 

necessary.  

Pairwise Analysis 

Another type of single-function test involves the use of a pairwise design to test a 

hypothesis about an isolated functional variable (Fahmie et al., 2013b; Hanley, 2012; Iwata & 
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Dozier, 2008). In this FA methodology, if information from an indirect assessment and/or direct 

observation strongly suggest a particular hypothesized social function, then a test condition 

based on that hypothesis is rapidly alternated with a control condition. If the pairwise FA results 

show higher levels of problem behavior in the test condition as compared to the control 

condition, the hypothesis is validated and the results can be used to directly inform intervention; 

however, if undifferentiated levels of responding are observed, further analysis is required. 

 The multielement design is more efficient than other designs for evaluating the influences 

of multiple independent variables, thus it is the most common design used in FA methodology. 

However, a limitation of FA methodology is the rapid alternation of multiple conditions, which 

may interfere with discrimination across conditions and produce interaction effects (e.g., 

sequence effects, carryover) from one condition to another (Higgins Haines & Baer, 1989; Iwata 

et al., 1982/1994; Iwata et al., 1994). To address the limitations of the multielement design, 

Iwata et al. (1994) were the first to develop and assess the use of a pairwise design in FA 

methodology with five individuals diagnosed with developmental disabilities who engaged in 

SIB. In the pairwise design developed by Iwata et al., the researchers combined features of a 

multielement and reversal design, thus resulting in sequential, rapid alternation of a single test 

condition and a control condition (Iwata et al., 1994). Researchers conducted a standard 

multielement FA and the pairwise FA using standard FA conditions (i.e., attention, escape, 

alone, play) and compared the outcomes across FAs. Results suggested correspondence between 

the outcomes of the two FAs (i.e., same functional variables shown to maintain problem 

behavior) for two of five participants. Furthermore, for two other participants, the standard FA 

produced somewhat undifferentiated results, whereas the pairwise design produced clearer 

results. Overall, the authors suggested the pairwise design might be useful for clarifying 
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undifferentiated standard FA results. However, the use of the pairwise design as outlined by 

Iwata et al., which involved conducting a pairwise analysis phase for each standard FA test 

condition was less efficient than conducting the multielement FA. The authors also suggested 

that the pairwise design might be useful in situations in which only one or two potential 

functional variables need formal analysis. For example, based on information from other FBA 

sources, a clinician might compare only an escape test and control condition within a pairwise 

design.  

 Since the Iwata et al. (1994) publication, researchers have not only used the pairwise 

design FA methodology to clarify standard FA outcomes (e.g., Greer et al., 2020; Hagopian et 

al., 2013; Iwata et al., 1994; Piazza et al., 1997), but they have also begun using it in various 

other ways to enhance efficiency by only evaluating one (or a few) isolated functional variable. 

First, researchers may use a pairwise design to test one social functional variable as a screening 

assessment for inclusion in particular studies that are focused on additional analyses for a 

specific function or intervention for a specific function. For example, researchers might rapidly 

alternate the attention test condition and a control condition to determine participants who might 

be included in a study on intervention for attention-maintained problem behavior. Second, 

researchers have used the pairwise design as an efficient methodology for testing hypotheses 

regarding particular isolated functions (e.g., Holehan et al., 2020; Strohmeier et al., 2014). For 

example, Strohmeier et al. (2014) used information from a descriptive assessment to hypothesize 

that the physical aggression displayed by an adult male with various disabilities was maintained 

by attention within the context of diverted attention situations. Therefore, the researchers 

conducted a pairwise analysis to test this hypothesis, which included a diverted attention test 

condition and condition-specific control condition. Results suggested the pairwise FA validated 
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the hypothesis from the descriptive assessment because higher levels of problem behavior 

occurred in the diverted attention test condition as compared to the control condition. 

Furthermore, a functional communication intervention based on the outcome of the FA was 

effective for reducing physical aggression and increasing communication to access attention. 

As the use of the pairwise design to clarify FA outcomes or reduce the overall duration of 

FAs has grown in popularity, an important question is what are the best control conditions to use 

for particular test conditions in a pairwise design? Most FAs include an omnibus play condition 

as the control condition, which controls for all possible variables manipulated in a standard FA. 

The play condition has been shown to produce low rates of problem behavior in most situations 

(Fischer et al., 1997); however, it may contain features that produce higher rates of problem 

behavior in other situations (Kahng & Iwata, 1999). For example, the omnibus play condition 

shares stimulus features with the demand condition (e.g., experimenters present), which may 

result in the play condition acquiring discriminative properties associated with the escape test 

condition, thus evoking escape maintained problem behavior for some individuals. To determine 

the most effective control conditions for positive and negative reinforcement in the assessment of 

problem behavior, Fahmie et al. (2013b) conducted a standard FA with eight individuals who 

engaged in problem behavior, and those individuals whose problem behavior was shown to be 

maintained by social-positive or social-negative variables were included in the comparison of 

control conditions. Specifically, the test condition determined to produce the highest level of 

problem behavior was alternated using a multielement design with an alone (i.e., no 

experimenter present in room), ignore (i.e., experimenter stood with back toward individual and 

did not interact), play (i.e., experimenter provided attention on a FT 15-s schedule), and 

differential reinforcement of other behavior (DRO; i.e., delivery of reinforcer following DRO 
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interval with the absence of problem behavior) control condition such that levels of problem 

behavior could be compared across the various control conditions. Results indicated problem 

behavior maintained by positive reinforcement was low in all control conditions with the play 

condition containing the lowest levels of problem behavior for 7 of 8 participants. Although all 

control conditions were effective for social-positive functions, the DRO control condition was 

ineffective for all individuals whose problem behavior was maintained by social-negative 

reinforcement. This outcome was likely obtained because the DRO control condition presented 

the EO for escape (i.e., demands). Although DRO interventions have been shown to effectively 

reduce problem behavior maintained by escape (e.g., Kodak et al., 2003; Vollmer et al., 1995), 

exposure to these contingencies typically occurs across several sessions as opposed to 

intermittently in a multielement design. The interspersal of DRO intervention sessions among 

demand sessions where problem behavior is reinforced likely caused poor discrimination among 

conditions. Fahmie et al. suggested that the ignore or alone conditions may be the most effective 

control conditions for problem behavior maintained by social-negative reinforcement. Finally, 

Fahmie and colleagues stated that although Iwata et al. used an omnibus play condition within 

the pairwise design as a control condition, a test-specific control (e.g., attention versus 

continuous attention, demand versus alone or ignore) may be more effective and efficient as a 

direct comparison can be made between the presence and absence of relevant EOs (Hanley, 

2012; Holehan et al., 2020; Strohmeier et al., 2014).    

 Overall, a few researchers have shown that the pairwise deign is effective at identifying 

isolated functional variables when indirect and direct assessments produce clear hypotheses 

(Holehan et al., 2020; Strohmeier et al., 2014). Additionally, interventions based on these 

analyses have been successful at reducing problem behavior (e.g., Holehan et al., 2020; 
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Strohmeier et al., 2014). However, additional research is needed to determine the generality of 

this procedure for determining functional variables and effective interventions that result in 

maintained and generalized behavior change. Furthermore, given that pairwise FAs are based on 

information from other FBA methods (i.e., indirect and direct assessments), additional research 

is needed to increase the reliability and accuracy of these assessment tools. For example, 

researchers might compare the degree to which closed versus open ended indirect assessments 

are better for hypothesizing functional variables (Fryling & Baires, 2016). In addition, additional 

research on best practice for conducting indirect assessments and descriptive assessments that 

produce valuable information is needed (Scott et al., 2005). Furthermore, more research is 

needed regarding what information or outcome is necessary in an indirect or descriptive 

assessment to opt for conducting a pairwise design as compared to other designs to promote 

efficiency.  

In addition to the above considerations, there are some limitations of the pairwise FA. 

First, because participants may only be exposed to one or a few hypothesized functional 

variable(s), undifferentiated results provide little to no other information regarding function, 

warranting further analysis. Similarly, a pairwise analysis may show differentiation but may fail 

to identify other functions when problem behavior is multiply maintained. Finally, it is still 

unclear what control conditions are best in pairwise FAs. A control condition like the play 

condition controls for all potential variables while keeping other stimulus features constant 

(Thompson & Iwata, 2005). A control condition specific to the test condition in pairwise designs 

vary across stimulus features (i.e., EO, Sd, consequence; Fahmie et al., 2013b) resulting in a less 

rigorous control condition. However, it should be noted this limitation is only applicable for 

pairwise analyses conducted using a design which rapidly alternates multiple pairwise analyses 
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across EOs, Sds, and consequences and not for pairwise analyses rapidly alternating an isolated 

test with a condition-specific control condition. None the less, future research should further 

examine the extent to which particular control conditions influence FA outcomes. 

Synthesized Contingency Analysis 

Another derivation of the single-function test that has many of the same components as 

the pairwise design described above is the synthesized contingency analysis (SCA), which has 

increased with popularity with the development of the FBA process termed the Interview 

Informed Synthesized Contingency Analysis (IISCA; Hanley et al., 2014; Jessel et al., 2016; 

Jessel et al., 2018), or most recently the Practical Functional Assessment (PFAs; Ferguson et al., 

2020; Hanley & Gover, n.d.). SCAs are similar to pairwise FAs described above because they 

involve rapid alternation of a single test condition and condition-specific control condition to test 

a hypothesis based on the outcomes of other FBA methods (i.e., an indirect assessment alone or a 

combination of information from an indirect assessment and direct observation). However, the 

main difference between the pairwise FAs discussed above and SCAs is that all contingencies 

reported to be associated with target problem behavior in the indirect assessment (and 

sometimes, observation) are synthesized (combined) in one test condition in SCAs, whereas the 

control condition involves free and continuous access to all reinforcers programmed in the test 

condition. Thus, SCAs typically include multiple contingencies and assumes interaction or 

simultaneous control of behavior (Greer et al., 2020; Tiger & Effertz, 2020).  

Although isolated contingency FAs have shown to be successful in determining the 

function of problem behavior in hundreds of studies for 30+ years (Beavers et al., 2013), there 

have been some instances in which undifferentiated isolated FA outcomes have been clarified 

when contingencies are combined (i.e., synthesized; e.g., Call et al., 2005; Hagopian et al., 2007; 
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Payne et al., 2014). Thus, researchers have suggested that when isolated FA outcomes are 

unclear, one method to clarify their outcomes may be to combine contingencies that may be 

interacting to evoke and maintain problem behavior (Fisher et al., 2016; Holehan et al., 2020: 

Tiger & Effertz, 2020). Based on this research, Hanley et al. (2014) developed the IISCA (now 

commonly referred to as the PFA) as an FBA process, which involves combining (synthesizing) 

contingencies from the beginning of the FA process rather as a means for clarifying isolated FA 

outcomes. The IISCA involves first conducting an open-ended interview with caregivers to ask 

questions focusing on the identification of target behavior and precursor behavior, antecedents 

likely to evoke target behavior, consequences that follow target behavior, as well as participant 

preferences and communication abilities. Next, the IISCA involves conducting a structured 

observation to ensure target and precursor behavior identified in the interview occur in the 

natural environment. However, it is important to note that it is unclear whether or how this 

information is used to inform SCA conditions across studies; many studies tend to rely solely on 

the outcome of the open-ended interview. Next, information from the interview (and sometimes 

the observation) are used to inform variables tested in an SCA. That is, all contingencies reported 

by caregivers to be associated with problem behavior are included in a synthesized test condition 

and controlled for in a test-specific control condition. Test and control sessions are typically 

short in duration (3-5 min) and rapidly alternated using a pairwise design. Specifically, SCA 

procedures include a combination of Sds, EOs, and consequences in a single test condition. For 

example, in a synthesized escape and tangible test condition, the individual is told, “It’s my turn, 

it’s time to work” (i.e., combined Sd), preferred tangibles are removed and withheld while 

demands are simultaneously delivered (i.e., combined EO), and contingent on target problem 

behavior (and precursor behavior, if applicable) demands are removed and preferred tangibles 
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are delivered for a brief duration (i.e., combined consequence). The condition-specific control 

condition for this test condition would involve continuous access to preferred tangibles and no 

demands presented. Finally, SCAs often involve synthesizing problem behavior. That is, all 

classes of problem behavior (including potential precursors) are reinforced.  

In their seminal study, Hanley et al. (2014) showed that SCAs based on indirect 

assessment outcomes and informal direct observation for severe problem behavior of three 

children with autism resulted in clear differentiation between synthesized test and control 

conditions. In addition, researchers showed that interventions (i.e., FCT+EXT with delay/denial 

training) based on the outcomes of the SCA were highly effective for decreasing problem 

behavior and increasing appropriate behavior further validating the results of the SCA. That is, 

participants were successfully taught to engage in a an omnibus FCR (i.e., “my way”) to access 

synthesized contingencies shown to maintain problem behavior in the SCA while problem 

behavior was on extinction. Intervention outcomes suggested maintained effects when schedules 

of reinforcement were thinned (i.e., when delayed access and denial training was implemented) 

and generalized to the natural environment (i.e., home).  

Since the introduction of the IISCA methodology outlined by Hanley et al. (2014), 

studies have shown that SCAs based on the outcome of open-ended interviews (and sometimes 

direct observation) are an efficient methodology for producing clear outcomes with various 

individuals in different environments (i.e., differentiation between test and control conditions; 

see Slaton & Hanley, 2018 for a review). Efficiency of SCAs is likely due to reduction in the 

number of conditions and the combination of multiple powerful contingencies, resulting in quick 

differentiation between test and control conditions. In a recent review, Coffey et al. (2020) 

detailed the efficiency of SCAs by determining the average number and duration of sessions, as 
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well as the overall analysis duration of SCAs from previously published studies. The average 

number of test and control conditions conducted in SCAs prior to the identification of a 

functional variable was 5 (range, 5-10), the average session duration was 5 min (range, 3-15 

min), and the average overall analysis duration was 25 min (range, 15-100 min). Thus, the 

efficiency of SCAs is clear. Additionally, because SCAs are typically short in duration and 

length, the exposure to potentially aversive EOs which evoke problem behavior is reduced, 

which likely decreases the likelihood of injury to the individual and others (Coffey et al., 2020). 

Furthermore, within-condition and within-session analyses have suggested that SCAs may be 

even more efficient by only conducting one test and one control session (e.g., Jessel et al., 2016); 

however, additional research is needed to support this preliminary evidence.   

In addition to efficiency of SCAs, research has shown the generality of SCAs across 

populations (i.e., very young children to adults), behaviors (e.g., SIB, physical aggression, 

inappropriate vocalizations), and settings (e.g., home, classroom) (Coffey et al., 2020; Slaton & 

Hanley, 2018). In addition, research has shown the efficacy of interventions based on SCAs 

including maintenance and generalization of intervention effects (e.g., Jessel et al., 2018). 

Furthermore, research has shown various individuals (e.g., caregivers, trained tutors) can 

implement SCAs and synthesized interventions (e.g., Jessel et al., 2016; Jessel et al., 2018) and 

they are socially valid (i.e., accepted by caregivers and result in meaningful change in behavior; 

Hanley et al., 2014; Jessel et al., 2018). For example, Jessel et al. (2016) conducted SCAs for 

various problem behaviors displayed by 24 participants (ages 1.8 to 30 years), with and without 

diagnoses who had a range of language abilities. Furthermore, SCAs were conducted in various 

settings including participant homes, schools, and day programs and conducted by trained 

caregivers and various personnel in some cases. Although several SCA iterations were needed to 
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produce differentiated results for some participants, overall results showed high rates of problem 

behavior in the test condition and low rates of problem behavior in the control condition in the 

30 SCAs with the 24 participants.  

Jessel et al. (2018) replicated and extended Jessel et al. (2016) by showing clear 

differentiation of SCAs and efficacy of synthesized interventions for 25 participants. 

Specifically, results showed problem behavior occurred at higher rates in the synthesized test 

conditions as compared to the control conditions for all participants. Additionally, interventions 

(i.e., FCT with schedule thinning similar to Hanley et al., 2014) based on SCA results effectively 

reduced all participants problem behavior by at least 90% within a 1-week period. Other 

researchers have attempted to further validate the efficacy of SCAs while also demonstrating the 

generality of their use (e.g., Rose & Beaulieu, 2019; Santiago et al., 2016). For example, 

Santiago et al. (2016) replicated the assessment and intervention procedures described by Hanley 

et al.; however, experimenters extended the initial study by (a) conducting SCAs and 

interventions with severe topographies of problem behavior (i.e., SIB), (b) conducting SCAs and 

interventions in the participants natural environment (i.e., classroom, home), and (c) training 

non-experts (i.e., teachers, caregivers) to implement SCAs and interventions. Results showed 

problem behavior occurred at higher rates in the synthesized test conditions as compared to the 

control condition for all participants and interventions based on these results were effective at 

eliminating problem behavior for all participants.  

Although research has shown positive outcomes with SCAs, several limitations of the 

methodology have prompted research and discussion (see Slaton & Hanley, 2018 and Tiger & 

Effertz, 2020). The main limitation of SCAs is that contingencies are synthesized in test 

conditions, and thus the extent to which isolated contingencies influence problem behavior is 
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unknown (Fisher et al., 2016; Holehan et al., 2020; Jessel et al., 2016; Tiger & Effertz, 2020). 

Therefore, the use of synthesized contingencies without first determining the effects of isolated 

contingencies may lead to interventions based on irrelevant variables that could (a) result in more 

complex and resource intensive interventions and (b) create additional problems in habilitation 

and education of individuals (e.g., delivering escape when it is not a maintaining variable for 

problem behavior may result in less instructional time for the individual; Fisher et al., 2016; 

Tsami & Lerman, 2019). To date, very few studies have compared the effects of isolated and 

synthesized contingencies in FAs, and the few studies that have compared the effects have 

produced different results (Fisher et al., 2016; Holehan et al., 2020; Slaton et al., 2017). 

Furthermore, even fewer studies have compared the effectiveness of interventions based on the 

outcomes of isolated and synthesized contingency FAs. 

In the first systematic study to compare the outcomes of isolated versus synthesized FAs, 

Fisher et al. (2016) compared the outcomes of a standard FA (isolated contingencies) as 

described by Iwata et al. (1982/1994) to the outcomes of an SCA (synthesized contingencies) as 

described by Hanley et al. (2014) for five individuals diagnosed with intellectual and 

developmental disabilities who engaged in problem behavior. For the standard FA, stimuli (e.g., 

items and demands) programmed in sessions were identified by caregiver report or systematic 

assessments, whereas the SCA was derived by open-ended interview and structured 

observations. Overall, results showed that differentiated responding occurred in both standard 

and SCA FAs for four out of five individuals. For one individual, no problem behavior occurred 

during either FA. For three of the four individuals whose FAs were differentiated, the standard 

FA in which contingencies were isolated resulted in maintenance by only one variable 

manipulated in the SCA. Interestingly for all three individuals, that variable was access to 
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tangibles. For the other individual whose FAs were differentiated, the standard FA resulted in 

maintenance by two variables (access to tangibles and escape) manipulated in the SCA. These 

data suggest that synthesized contingencies were unnecessary for differentiated responding. 

Furthermore, based on the outcomes of the standard FAs, the SCAs included one or more 

irrelevant contingencies for all four individuals (i.e., false positives). A major limitation of this 

study is that function-based interventions based on FA outcomes were not compared to 

determine the validity of the different FAs. Therefore, even though some irrelevant contingencies 

were included in the SCAs, it is possible that interventions based on SCAs may be more 

effective than those based on isolated contingencies (Slaton & Hanley, 2018). An additional 

limitation is that for the three participants whose SCA FA produced differentiation, the 

functional variable identified to maintain problem behavior was access to tangibles. Thus, it was 

unclear how synthesized contingencies may influence responding under other social positive 

contingencies (e.g., attention) and social negative contingencies (e.g., escape). 

Slaton et al. (2017) replicated and extended Fisher et al. (2016) by comparing the 

outcomes of standard FAs and SCAs and the outcomes of function-based interventions derived 

from both FAs. Researchers conducted open-ended interviews and structured observations as 

described by Hanley et al. (2014) to determine both standard and SCA FA conditions. SCA 

conditions were conducted prior to standard FA conditions. Standard FA conditions were 

conducted as described by Iwata et al. (1982/1994) and SCA conditions were conducted as 

described by Hanley et al. Overall, results of the FA comparison showed that all nine individuals 

showed differentiated responding in the SCA. However, only four of the nine individuals showed 

differentiated responding in the initial standard FA, with two more of the remaining five 

individuals showing differentiated responding once contingencies were placed on precursor 
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behavior(s). However, it is important to note that all standard FAs were conducted after SCAs, 

which may have influenced outcomes. Furthermore, dense schedules of reinforcement for 

potentially reinforcing stimuli were included in isolated test conditions (e.g., access to attention 

in tangible condition), which may have served as an abolishing operation for the programmed 

reinforcer (Rooker et al., 2013). After completing the FAs, researchers compared the effects of 

FCT developed from each FA for the four individuals for whom both FA results were 

differentiated but resulted in different outcomes. Specifically, FCT developed from the SCA FAs 

involved teaching an omnibus or all-encompassing mand (e.g., “my way”) that produced access 

to the synthesized reinforcer. FCT+EXT developed from the standard FAs involved teaching an 

FCR (e.g., “toy”) that produced access to the isolated reinforcer. Overall, results of the 

intervention comparison showed that FCT+EXT based on the SCA was more effective than 

FCT+EXT based on the standard FA for two individuals and similarly effective for the other two 

individuals. However, a limitation of the intervention was the use of a multielement design to 

compare the effects of the isolated and SCA interventions. That is, the rapid alternation of 

combined contingencies, particularly those that involve access to preferred items and activities 

during an escape interval, with those that are not combined (e.g., escape only) may have 

influenced the efficacy of interventions that did not involve access to those additional 

reinforcers. Thus, a different experimental design may be more appropriate in comparing these 

interventions.  

Although Fisher et al. (2016) and Slaton et al. (2017) compared outcomes of standard 

FAs that involve isolated contingencies and SCAs that involve synthesized contingencies, there 

were multiple other differences across the two FA methodologies that do not allow one to isolate 

the influence of isolated versus synthesized contingencies on FA outcomes. That is, in both 
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studies the standard FA included multiple test conditions and one omnibus control condition, 

whereas the SCA included a single test condition with a matched-control condition. In addition, 

the standard FA involved contingencies placed on target problem behavior only, whereas the 

SCA involved contingencies placed on both target and precursor behavior. However, in Slaton et 

al., if the standard FA did not show differentiated responding and precursors were observed to 

occur, then the researchers conducted the standard FA with the contingencies placed on 

precursor behavior. Furthermore, the standard FA involved a multielement design in which 

multiple test conditions and the control condition were rapidly alternated, whereas the SCA 

involved a pairwise design in which only two conditions (test and control) were rapidly 

alternated. Finally, the SCA included idiosyncratic variables as determined by interview and 

observation, whereas the standard FA only included test conditions for general and common 

functions of behavior.  

To address some of the limitations of Fisher et al. (2016) and Slaton et el. (2017), 

Holehan et al. (2020) compared outcomes of FAs that involved isolated versus synthesized 

contingencies for problem behavior of five children who engaged in problem behavior while 

controlling for other differences across FAs (e.g., design, type of control condition, inclusion of 

precursor behavior). Based on the outcomes of differentiated isolated and synthesized FAs, 

researchers compared the effects of function-based interventions using a multiple baseline design 

across functions design. Specifically, researchers compared the outcomes of FAs conducted prior 

to SCAs using a pairwise design as described by Iwata et al. (1982/1994) to SCAs also 

conducted using a pairwise design as described by Hanley et al. (2014). Results indicated all 

individuals isolated FAs were differentiated showing maintenance by one or two variables that 

were also manipulated in the SCA, suggesting synthesis of the variables was unnecessary to 
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determine a functional relation. Furthermore, for one participant, synthesis of contingencies 

resulted in undifferentiated outcomes, suggesting that one of the variables maintaining problem 

behavior (access to tangibles) was suppressed with the addition of a nonfunctional variable 

(attention). Researchers further compared the effects of interventions based on the functions 

identified in the isolated and synthesized contingencies for each participant using FCT+EXT. As 

in Slaton et al., FCT+EXT developed from the SCAs involved teaching an omnibus mand that 

produced access to the synthesized reinforcer. FCT+EXT developed from the isolated FAs 

involved teaching an isolated FCR that produced access to the isolated reinforcer. Results 

suggested there were little to no difference between interventions informed by isolated and 

synthesized contingency FAs. Although the results of this study are clear, it is possible that an 

interactive effect or the order in which the contingencies were presented (i.e., isolated before 

synthesized) resulted in somewhat higher levels of target behavior in the synthesized 

contingency. Furthermore, FA effects were not replicated across the different FAs, which may 

provide additional information regarding the validity of the outcomes and potential for iatrogenic 

effects (i.e., producing an isolated function after a history with a synthesized function; Retzlaff et 

al., 2020). Finally, intervention effects were not replicated within subjects.   

Along these lines, a limitation of SCAs is that conditions are based on the outcomes of 

interviews and informal direct observations, which have been shown to have poor validity with 

respect to determining functional variables of problem behavior (Kelley et al., 2011; Thompson 

& Iwata, 2007). Thus, even though caregivers report that combined antecedents and 

consequences are associated with the occurrence of problem behavior, it does not mean that 

those combined contingencies are necessary for maintenance of problem behavior. It is possible 

that (a) none of those variables maintains problem behavior, (b) only one of those variables 
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maintains problem behavior, or (c) both variables maintain problem behavior (i.e., multiple 

control; Beavers et al., 2013) but synthesis of them is unnecessary to demonstrate functional 

control. Additionally, recently researchers have designed SCA conditions based solely on the 

outcomes of open-ended interviews, skipping the direct observation used to validate interview 

outcomes (Greer et al., 2020). Thus, research has attempted to address the utility of open-ended 

indirect assessments and direct observations often used for developing SCAs. 

Results of previous studies comparing SCA outcomes to standard FA outcomes showed 

that SCA contingencies, which are derived from interviews and observations, included irrelevant 

functional variables (i.e., false positives; e.g., Fisher et al., 2016; Holehan et al., 2020; Slaton et 

al., 2017). Additionally, many previously examined SCAs involved programming contingencies 

for all three common social variables found to maintain problem behavior (i.e., escape, attention, 

and tangible; Greer et al., 2016; Tiger & Effertz, 2020). Thus, these outcomes highlight a major 

limitation of relying on report and informal observation to derive synthesized FA contingencies. 

Therefore, to determine the utility of open-ended interview and direct observation outcomes in 

the design of SCA conditions, Greer et al. (2020) compared the outcomes of a standardized 

synthesized contingency analysis (SSCA), an SCA, and a standard FA with 12 children who 

engaged in problem behavior (e.g., SIB, aggression, disruption). That is, Greer et al. evaluated 

whether the SSCA, which contained contingencies for all three common social variables (and not 

designed from open-ended interviews and direct observation outcomes) would approximate those 

SCA contingencies designed from open-ended and direct observation outcomes. Additionally, 

Greer and colleagues conducted a standard FA as described by Iwata et al. (1982/1994) to further 

examine the necessity of synthesized contingencies in FAs. Results showed the SSCA produced 

differentiation for eight out of 12 participants, the SCA produced differentiation for eight out of 
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12 participants, and the standard FA produced differentiation for 11 out of 12 participants. Thus, 

differentiation was not more likely with the SCA. Researchers also reported data on false-

positive and false-negative functions identified. Specifically, the open-ended interview identified 

the highest percentage of false positives (46.9% of identified functions) and the structured 

observation identified the lowest percentage of false-positive functions (21.7% of identified 

functions). The SCA identified 28% of false positives and the SSCA identified 40% of false 

positives. The open-ended interview failed to identify 5.6% of identified functional variables by 

the standard FA, whereas the structured observation failed to identify 22.2% of those same 

functions. Additionally, the SSCA failed to identify 33.3% of all functionally relevant 

contingencies identified by the standard FA and the SCA failed to identify 16.7% of those same 

functions. Overall, results of this study replicated those of Fisher et al. and others, specifically 

indicating SCAs were unnecessary to identify a functional variable(s). Additionally, results 

indicated SCAs are likely to include an irrelevant contingency (i.e., false positive); however, 

they are unlikely to leave out a functionally relevant contingency (i.e., false negative). Overall, 

these results suggest open-ended interviews and observations may not be necessary if an SCA is 

to be conducted. That is, it may be more efficient to forgo the interview and observation and 

begin SCAs by combining common social variables found to maintain problem behavior or forgo 

the SCA altogether and evaluate the efficacy of an intervention based on the three common 

social variables (Tiger & Effertz, 2020). However, additional research is needed to provide more 

information regarding these suggestions. Furthermore, it may be beneficial to conduct research 

on (a) the psychometric properties of open-ended interviews (Saini et al., 2020), (b) best 

practices for conducting open-ended interviews to provide the most valuable information, and (c) 

efficient ways to train caregivers to more accurately report potential functional variables such 
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that outcomes of indirect assessments may be more likely to provide relevant information (and 

less likely to suggest all common social variables). 

Another potential limitation of SCAs is the potential for iatrogenic effects (induction of a 

novel function) when non-functional variables are included in SCAs. Retzlaff et al. (2020) 

examined the degree to which combining a functional reinforcer (e.g., escape) with a 

nonfunctional but highly preferred stimulus (e.g., tangible) may induce a novel function (i.e., 

iatrogenic effect). To do so, Retzlaff et al. conducted a translational study consisting of standard 

FAs and SCAs with six children diagnosed with autism. That is, participants were assigned one 

of the three common social functions (i.e., tangible, escape, attention) and a progressive-prompt 

delay procedure was used to teach participants to engage in a surrogate destructive behavior (i.e., 

touching a cushion) to access the programmed social stimulus (i.e., access to preferred tangibles, 

escape from demands, or access to attention). Training of the surrogate behavior ended once 

participants independently engaged in the response producing reinforcement at 90% accuracy for 

two consecutive sessions. Following training sessions, a standard FA was conducted using the 

procedures described by Iwata et al. (1982/1994). That is, occurrences of surrogate destructive 

behavior resulted in the delivery of the programmed reinforcer. SCAs were conducted following 

standard FAs in which all three common functional variables (i.e., escape, attention, tangible) 

were combined. Following SCAs, participants were once again exposed to a standard FA such 

that potential iatrogenic effects could be evaluated. Results indicated the surrogate destructive 

behavior was successfully trained in all six children (i.e., two escape functions, two tangible 

functions, two attention functions). Furthermore, the standard FA identified the specific assigned 

function for all six participant’s surrogate behavior and did not show iatrogenic effects in the 

form of an induction of a new function(s). However, following occurrences of the surrogate 
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behavior contacting a synthesized contingency in the SCA, three of the six participants showed 

an iatrogenic effect in the form of a new function emerging. Specifically, two of the three 

participants who showed an iatrogenic effect showed induction of a tangible function and one of 

the three participants showed the induction of an escape function. These results show validity for 

the standard FA, but not the SCA. That is, because a specific function was assigned to each 

participant’s surrogate behavior prior to beginning either FA, researchers could state the true 

function of each participants behavior prior to exposure to the standard or SCA FAs. The 

standard FA correctly identified the true (i.e., assigned) function for all participants surrogate 

behavior, whereas the SCA identified irrelevant contingencies for three of the six participants. 

Additionally, these results verify SCAs may be more susceptible to iatrogenic effects. That is, 

when an isolated contingency maintains problem behavior and problem behavior is exposed to a 

combination of the maintaining variable with a nonfunctional but preferred variable (i.e., 

synthesis), the nonfunctional variable has a likelihood of becoming a new functional variable. A 

limitation of this translational study is the lack of external validity, thus future research might 

involve determining whether similar outcomes are obtained during clinical analysis. That is, 

analysis of potential iatrogenic effects during standard FAs as compared to SCAs within-subjects 

would promote external validity of these findings.  

Although research to date has suggested synthesized contingencies are not necessary for 

determining functions of problem behavior for most participants (e.g., Fisher et al., 2016; 

Holehan et al., 2020; Slaton & Hanley, 2018), it is possible that additional analyses may provide 

important information in comparisons between isolated versus synthesized contingencies. That 

is, researchers have begun to further examine the role of nonfunctional and irrelevant variables 

identified via SCAs by using within-session analyses (e.g., Call & Lomas Mevers, 2014; Hanley 
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et al., 2014; Ward et al., 2021). It is possible that following exposure to SCAs, problem behavior 

occurs when an isolated contingency is presented but does not cease when the isolated 

contingency is removed. For example, an individual may engage in problem behavior when 

demands are presented and continue engaging in problem behavior when demands are removed, 

and a break is provided. This finding would suggest the EO responsible for evoking problem 

behavior did not decrease problem behavior once it was removed and another variable may be 

influencing responding (Call & Lomas Mevers, 2014). Call and Lomas Mevers (2014) suggested 

the use of within-session analyses for examining the influence of EOs. Specifically, following 

the completion of a standard FA (i.e., Iwata et al., 1982/1994) with one child with disabilities, 

Call and Lomas Mevers conducted a demand analysis in which two conditions were evaluated. 

That is, in one condition, demand with items, problem behavior resulted in access to a break with 

a preferred tangible; in the second condition, demand without items, problem behavior resulted 

in access to a break without a preferred tangible item. Additionally, experimenters examined the 

rate of problem behavior that occurred when the isolated EO was present (i.e., demands) and 

when the isolated EO was absent (i.e., no demands) in the standard FA. Results of the standard 

FA suggested problem behavior was maintained by both the isolated escape and isolated tangible 

contingencies; however, the demand analysis suggested that problem behavior occurring in the 

isolated escape contingency was also influenced by the isolated tangible contingency as problem 

behavior persisted during the isolated break period. Experimenters then conducted FCT+EXT for 

both isolated variables (i.e., experimenters taught, “break, please” to get access to a break and 

“trains, please” to get access to preferred tangibles). Reinforcers were not combined (i.e., break 

and tangibles) unless both isolated mands were emitted (i.e., they did not train an omnibus 

mand). Results from the demand analysis were further verified with the implementation of 
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FCT+EXT as mands for tangibles were quickly acquired and mands for escape were only 

acquired once they included access to tangibles (i.e., synthesis). Additionally, problem behavior 

persisted during the isolated escape EO-off periods. That is, contingent on the emittance of 

“break please,” access to a break alone did not suppress problem behavior. The results of this 

study confirm problem behavior may persist in EO-off periods if the contingency does not 

include all relevant maintaining variables. Additionally, it is possible isolated FCRs that produce 

access to one of the maintaining variables (i.e., without the other maintaining variable) will not 

effectively suppress problem behavior during the EO-off periods. Overall, results suggest within-

sessions analyses should be conducted when comparing isolated and synthesized contingencies 

to provide further validation of FA and intervention outcomes.  

The main reason for conducting FAs is to determine effective interventions, thus 

demonstrating an intervention based on outcomes of the assessment is more effective than ones 

not based on the assessment provides additional support for the FA (i.e., predictive validity; 

Tiger & Effertz, 2020). Therefore, although research has suggested synthesized interventions 

based on the outcomes of SCAs are effective in various situations, it is important to compare 

outcomes of isolated and synthesized treatments to determine the conditions under which one 

may be more or less effective. Furthermore, it is important to note that although synthesized 

interventions may be more effective than interventions based on isolated functions, this does 

necessarily provide support for maintenance by synthesized contingencies (Tiger & Effertz, 

2020). In fact, various studies have shown that treatment of problem behavior maintained by 

escape may be more effective when positive reinforcers are provided to increase compliance or 

when positive reinforcers are provided during the escape interval, thereby reducing the 

motivation for escape maintained problem behavior (Payne & Dozier, 2013).   
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Another consideration in synthesized treatments is the degree to which those 

interventions would maintain and generalize across various situations. Specifically, if an 

omnibus mand is taught to an individual, it is important to determine whether that response will 

generalize to situations that involved isolated contingencies, which are likely to occur in the 

natural environment. Although preliminary research suggests that omnibus mands (to access 

synthesized reinforcers) can be taught in conjunction with specific mands (mands to access 

isolated reinforcers; Boyle et al., 2019) and omnibus mands might not preclude later teaching 

and acquisition of specific mands (Ward et al., 2020), it is unknown whether omnibus mands 

would generalize to isolated situations (Slaton & Hanley, 2018). A recent study by Tsami and 

Lerman (2019) provide preliminary information suggesting generalization may not occur. The 

researchers attempted to evaluate whether the effects of a combined intervention programmed for 

problem behavior that was multiply controlled would transfer (generalize) to the isolated 

contingencies maintaining problem behavior of five children diagnosed with autism. All 

participants’ problem behavior was shown to be multiply controlled by isolated escape and 

tangible contingencies during a pre-intervention functional analysis with isolated contingencies. 

That is, contingencies were not combined or synthesized in the FA. However, after the standard 

FA, participants were taught to emit an omnibus mand (i.e., exchange a communication card) to 

gain access to the synthesized contingency of a break and preferred tangibles. Once participants 

acquired the omnibus mand, they were exposed to the isolated contingencies (i.e., either one or 

multiple) in which emittance of the omnibus mand resulted in access to the specific isolated 

reinforcer (e.g., escape from demands or access to tangibles). If problem behavior remained low 

and FCRs remained high in the isolated test condition, participants were again exposed to the 

synthesized contingency in which the reinforcement schedule was thinned to an individually 
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determined terminal goal by gradually increasing the amount of time the participant had to wait 

before requesting a tangible or increasing the required number of completed demands before 

requesting a break. If problem behavior re-emerged and FCRs decreased in the isolated test 

condition, participants were again exposed to the synthesized contingency until problem 

behavior decreased and FCRs increased to previous levels. Once problem behavior decreased 

and FCRs re-emerged, the participant was again exposed to the isolated contingencies in which 

emittance of the omnibus mand resulted in access to the specific isolated reinforcer. If 

generalization effects still did not occur, experimenters conducted isolated FCT and schedule 

thinning for that isolated contingency. Results indicated synthesized intervention effects 

transferred to isolated contingencies for only one out of five participants suggesting that when 

contingencies are synthesized during FCT+EXT, intervention effects may not transfer to isolated 

contingencies. Additionally, problem behavior remained low and FCRs remained high for only 

two out of the five participants with the implementation of schedule thinning following isolated 

FCT+EXT. Specifically, for the other three participants, levels of problem behavior and 

independent mands were variable as the reinforcement schedule was thinned suggesting 

intervention effects may not maintain with longer delays or additional task requirements. 

Although the results of this study are clear, there are a few limitations. First, all participants 

problem behavior was shown to be maintained by multiple control of the isolated escape and 

isolated tangible contingencies. Thus, it is unknown if these findings will generalize to problem 

behavior that is maintained by other multiple social contingencies (e.g., access to a break and 

preferred attention, access to preferred attention and tangibles). Second, it is possible that the EO 

for tangible reinforcement was present during the isolated escape test sessions. Specifically, 

problem behavior may have increased during isolated escape sessions because contingent on the 
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omnibus mand the participant received a break without access to tangibles. Third, the length of 

the generalization phase for isolated test sessions was relatively short (i.e., 1-4 sessions) to 

determine if effects would emerge or maintain over time. Fourth, the current study only 

evaluated the extent to which an omnibus mand generalizes to an isolated contingency. Thus, the 

extent to which a specific or isolated mand generalizes to a synthesized contingency is unknown. 

Although various researchers are attempting to evaluate and further refine the role of 

synthesized contingencies in FAs and interventions, there are several areas warranting more 

research. The first major area warranting further evaluation is the specific role and necessity of 

synthesized contingencies in functional analyses. Specifically, future research is needed to 

determine the conditions under which synthesized contingency FAs may be useful or more 

useful as compared to isolated contingency FAs. For example, it is possible that SCA FAs reduce 

the overall duration of FAs, thus making them a safer and more efficient methodology as 

compared to standard FAs. However, it is also possible that exposure to a nonfunctional variable 

in SCAs may produce an iatrogenic effect, thus creating a new function. More research is needed 

on iatrogenic effects and how combining functional and non-functional variables influence 

problem behavior. Additionally, more research is needed regarding the inclusion of precursor 

behavior(s) when conducting SCAs. For example, it would be interesting to determine if the 

outcomes of isolated versus synthesized FAs are influenced by the occurrence of precursors or 

the degree to which precursors occur in FAs. Finally, additional research is needed regarding 

combining and reinforcing all topographies of problem behavior in SCAs. For example, it is 

possible that the topographies are not members of the same response class, and thus only one of 

the topographies shows sensitivity during the SCA (i.e., only one of the multiple target behaviors 

is observed); however, intervention is developed based on these results for all topographies 
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resulting in a potentially ineffective intervention (Warner et al., 2020). Furthermore, there have 

been no studies examining the extent to which synthesized contingency analyses examine 

behavior hypothesized to be maintained by automatic reinforcement. Future research could 

examine how behavior sensitive to this type of functional variable responds to synthesized 

contingences. 

The second major area warranting further evaluation is the specific role and necessity of 

synthesized contingencies in interventions. Specifically, as with FAs, future research is needed to 

determine the conditions under which interventions based on SCA outcomes may be more 

effective as compared to interventions developed from standard FAs. For example, it is possible 

that interventions including synthesized contingencies are more effective in the everyday 

environment and for maintenance of behavior change, particularly under thin reinforcement 

schedules. However, it is also possible that using synthesized contingencies, when only isolated 

contingencies maintain target behavior, result in (a) more difficult to implement interventions, 

(b) interventions that impede habilitation and education goals of the individual, or (c) preclude 

the development of isolated FCRs (i.e., effects do not maintain or generalize). Thus, future 

research is needed to determine whether this is the case. Additionally, research could be 

conducted to determine the integrity with which interventions based on synthesized versus 

isolated contingencies are implemented. Furthermore, research could be conducted on the degree 

to which interventions, particularly synthesized contingencies that involve escape but do not 

show maintenance by isolated escape may result in slower acquisition or a decrease in meeting 

various goals of the individual. Finally, social validity of interventions based on synthesized 

versus isolated contingencies should be conducted. That is, determining the degree to which 

caregivers and individuals prefer isolated versus synthesized interventions is important.  
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In summary, the SCA has been shown to be effective at demonstrating differentiation in 

FAs and interventions based on these outcomes quickly reduce problem behavior. However, 

these analyses have not been shown to identify non-reinforcers or, more specifically, variables 

that do not maintain problem behavior (Tiger & Effertz, 2020), which is the hallmark of valid 

assessment procedures. Furthermore, although interventions based on synthesized contingencies 

have been shown to be effective for quickly reducing problem behavior, it is not clear if these 

results are valid as interventions may include both functional and non-functional variables 

(Tsami & Lerman, 2019). Given these concerns, researchers suggest that SCAs be used to clarify 

undifferentiated results obtained in a standard FA when a synthesis of variables is hypothesized 

to maintain problem behavior as opposed to starting the assessment with this analysis. 

Purpose 

Although SCAs have been shown to be effective for the identification of functional 

variables and interventions based on these outcomes have been shown to quickly reduce problem 

behavior, there are some limitations to this methodology. First, the necessity of synthesized 

contingencies in FAs is still unknown. That is, the extent to which SCAs identify non-reinforcers 

as variables maintaining problem behavior (i.e., false positive) and how this may impact 

intervention effects is unknown. Second, the extent to which SCAs induce a new function (i.e., 

iatrogenic effect) is unknown. That is, it is possible that combining a functional reinforcer with a 

nonfunctional but highly preferred stimulus may result in the occurrence of problem behavior 

when the previously nonfunctional EO is presented in isolation. Finally, although preliminary 

evidence by Tsami and Lerman (2019) suggest intervention effects that involve combining 

isolated functional variables may not generalize to isolated contingency situations, these 

outcomes require replication and extension to synthesized intervention arrangements. That is, it 

is possible that following a history of an omnibus communication response resulting in access to 
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two or more variables, participants will not emit the same omnibus response to access one of 

those variables in isolation, thus eliminating the efficiency of interventions based on SCAs. 

The purpose of Study 1 was to replicate and extend Holehan et al. (2020) by comparing 

the outcome of isolated versus synthesized contingencies in functional analyses of precursor 

behavior and target problem behavior while using a reversal design to replicate the effects, as 

well as to analyze potential iatrogenic effects (Retzlaff et al., 2020) with four participants. In 

addition, we collected data on other topographies of problem behavior mentioned in the indirect 

assessment (i.e., interview) as one way to see if these behaviors occurred in the same conditions 

as target behavior or in other conditions, which allowed us to infer whether they were maintained 

by the same variable(s) (Warner et al., 2020). Furthermore, we conducted an additional analysis 

of the FA data. That is, we examined within-session analyses to assess under what context 

precursor behavior or target problem behavior occurred (i.e., EO on, EO off) for isolated and 

synthesized contingencies. The purpose of Study 2 was to replicate and extend Tsami and 

Lerman (2019) by evaluating the extent to which FCT+EXT under synthesized contingencies 

generalized to the different isolated contingencies that were shown to maintain precursor 

behavior or target problem behavior in Study 1 with two participants. Additional extensions of 

Tsami and Lerman included addressing variables not assessed in their study (i.e., combined 

variables other than escape and tangible), addressing limitations by removing the establishing 

operation for tangibles during isolated escape test sessions, and conducting longer isolated test 

phases to determine if generalization outcomes developed and/or maintained over time. 

Additionally, we examined within-session analyses to assess under what context precursor 

behavior or target problem behavior occurred (i.e., EO on, EO off) for synthesized FCT+EXT 

and isolated test conditions. 
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Study 1 Method: Synthesized versus Isolated Contingency FA 

Participants 

Participants were four children, two who attended a university-based early intensive 

behavioral intervention (EIBI) program and two who attended a university-based preschool, 

referred for the assessment and treatment of problem behavior that occurred multiple times per 

day. Riley, a 2-year-old girl with no known diagnoses, was referred for tantrum behavior (i.e., 

flopping, screaming, foot stomping). She communicated using sentences containing five or more 

words. Madeline a 5-year-old girl diagnosed with ASD, was referred for physical aggression 

(i.e., headbutting, hairpulling, pushing, hitting). She communicated using three- to four-word 

phrases. Emmett, a 5-year-old boy with no known diagnoses, was referred for elopement. He 

communicated using four- to five-word phrases. Owen, a 5-year-old boy diagnosed with ASD, 

was referred for elopement. He communicated using four- to five-word phrases. Table 1 lists the 

specific characteristics for each participant. Additionally, COVID-specific consent was obtained 

from participants caregivers via an informed consent and Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act (HIPAA) authorization form (see Appendix A) prior to inclusion in the 

current study. 

Setting and Materials 

Trained graduate students conducted all FA sessions in the participant’s classroom 

(Riley, Madeline) or a session room (Owen, Emmett). Riley’s sessions were conducted during 

free play or outside time within the context of her typical preschool classroom schedule. Riley’s 

classroom was staffed with one to two teachers and either a lead teacher or graduate student 

supervisor. During the free play period, various areas were set up in which she could play, which 

included dramatic play, cars/racetrack, library, and manipulative areas. During the outside play 

period, various items and activities were present including playground equipment (e.g., teeter 
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totter, climbing structures) and outdoor play items (e.g., bikes, balls, bubbles). Madeline’s 

sessions were conducted during free play or individual instruction time within the context of her 

EIBI classroom. Madeline’s EIBI classroom included three to four child-specific workstations 

(i.e., booths created from section dividers), chairs, and various leisure (e.g., library area with 

books, toys on shelves) and instructional items (e.g., program stimuli, program binders, data 

sheets) found in an EIBI program. Session rooms were barren (i.e., no table or chairs) and 

contained a padded floor and walls to ensure Emmett and Owen’s safety due to their other 

problem behavior which included self-injury (Emmett) and forcefully flopping to the ground 

(Owen). Additionally, the session room contained two doors; one was located in the front room 

and was used to enter and exit the session room, and one located on the back wall of the front 

room and was used to access an adjoining room. Given that Emmett and Owen’s target behavior 

was elopement, the door to the adjoining room was left open and an experimenter sat in front of 

the enter and exit door during all sessions to enhance safety (i.e., participant could only elope to 

adjoining room). Materials for conducting sessions included iPods for data collection and 

videoing, as well as any necessary materials needed to conduct participant-specific test and 

matched-control sessions (as identified via indirect assessment and observation). In addition, 

condition-specific discriminative stimuli (i.e., different colored shirts) were used to aid in 

discrimination across conditions. Finally, for all sessions, COVID-specific procedures (see 

Appendices B & C) approved by the Human Research Protection Program (HRPP) were 

followed to enhance safety.  

Response Measurement, Data Analysis, and Interobserver Agreement  

During all isolated and synthesized FAs, trained observers collected data using software 

on iPods. For all FAs, the main dependent variable was the occurrence of the target problem 
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behavior alone or a combination of the target problem behavior and precursor behavior (for 

Madeline only). Target problem behavior for a participant was the most problematic class of 

problem behavior (e.g., elopement, physical aggression) rather than combined classes of problem 

behavior. Additionally, for all participants we collected data on other problem behavior reported 

for each participant in the IA. Observers collected data on precursor behavior, target problem 

behavior, and other problem behavior separately; however, as mentioned above, for Madeline 

target problem behavior and precursor behavior were combined and graphed as target behavior 

for data analysis. Table 2 lists the precursor behavior (Madeline only), target problem behavior, 

and other problem behavior with their respective definitions for each participant.  

For Riley and Madeline, data collectors measured precursor behavior (if applicable), 

target problem behavior, and other problem behavior using a frequency or duration measure and 

converted those data to a percent-interval measure by dividing the number of 10-s intervals in 

which the precursor behavior, target problem behavior, or other behavior was scored by the total 

number of session intervals. For Emmett and Owen, data collectors scored the first occurrence of 

target problem behavior (elopement) and other problem behavior that occurred in each session 

and calculated the latency in seconds to the first occurrence of the behavior. Specifically, for 

Emmett and Owen, elopement was defined as any instance or attempt of their body passing 

through the threshold of the adjoining room door. Additionally, for Emmett and Owen, we also 

calculated the occurrence of their other problem behavior that occurred prior to the first 

occurrence of target problem behavior using a percent-interval measure by dividing the number 

of 10-s intervals in which the other problem behavior was scored by the total number of session 

intervals. Data collectors also scored participant compliance during test sessions in which 

demands were delivered. Compliance was defined as a correct response (or approximation of the 
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response) after a vocal-verbal or model prompt. From compliance data, percent compliance was 

calculated by dividing the number of instances of compliance after the verbal only or verbal-

model prompt by the number of verbal-only instructions delivered. 

Data collectors scored experimenter behavior, which included frequency of experimenter 

demands during test sessions in which demands were delivered and duration of experimenter 

delivery of programmed stimulus events (e.g., attention, tangible, escape). Demands were 

defined as the initial vocal-verbal only instruction delivered by experimenters. The frequency of 

vocal-verbal demands was collected for experimenters to calculate percent compliance as 

described above. Attention was defined as delivery of the type of attention that was reported to 

be provided in the indirect assessment and/or observed to occur following target behavior during 

informal observations for each participant (e.g., reprimands and rationales). Tangible was 

defined as the delivery of preferred tangible items that were reported in the indirect assessment 

for each participant. Escape was defined as the removal of demands and materials that were 

reported to evoke problem behavior in the indirect assessment for each participant. The duration 

of delivery of these stimulus events was scored such that retrospective analyses (e.g., within-

session analysis) could be conducted.   

 We conducted within-session analyses of data collected in FAs to assess under what 

context precursor behavior, target problem behavior, and other problem behavior occurred (i.e., 

EO on, EO off) for isolated and synthesized contingencies. Within-session analyses were 

examined and depicted for all FA test sessions for Riley and Madeline’s precursor behavior (if 

applicable), target problem behavior, and other problem behavior. Within-session analyses were 

not examined or depicted for Emmett and Owen’s target problem behavior or other problem 

behavior as sessions were terminated following the first occurrence of elopement (i.e., limited 
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EO-on and EO-off periods). For Riley and Madeline, we compared the occurrence of precursor 

behavior (if applicable), target problem behavior, and other problem behavior during the EO-on 

(e.g., tangibles removed, preferred attention diverted to others, demands delivered) and EO-off 

(e.g., access to tangibles, continuous delivery of preferred attention, no demands delivered/break) 

periods across FAs. These data are depicted as percent occurrence. To calculate the percent 

occurrence in which behavior occurred during EO-on periods, the number of instances in which 

precursor behavior (if applicable), target problem behavior, or other problem behavior occurred 

in the EO-on period was summed and divided by the total number of instances of that behavior 

and multiplied by 100%. To obtain the percent occurrence in which precursor behavior, target 

problem behavior, or other problem behavior occurred in the EO-off period, the number of 

instances in which precursor behavior, target problem behavior, or other problem behavior 

occurred in the EO-off period was summed and divided by the total number of instances of that 

behavior and multiplied by 100%.  

A second observer simultaneously but independently collected data during 42.1% (range, 

40%-44%) of sessions across phases with all participants. Interobserver agreement (IOA) was 

calculated using the interval method for behaviors scored using percent-interval measures (i.e., 

precursor behavior, target problem behavior, other problem behavior) or duration measures (i.e., 

precursor behavior, target problem behavior, other problem behavior, delivery of stimulus events 

events). That is, the session was divided into 10-s intervals, and observer records were compared 

on an interval-by-interval basis. Specifically, the number of intervals with agreement was 

divided by the total number of intervals and multiplied by 100%. An agreement was defined as 

both observers scoring the occurrence of the specific response within a specific interval. IOA 

was calculated using proportional agreement method for behaviors scored using frequency 
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measures (i.e., demands, compliance, precursor behavior, target problem behavior, other problem 

behavior). That is, the session was divided into 10-s intervals, and observer records were 

compared on an interval-by-interval basis. If exact agreement occurred (i.e., both observers 

scored the same number of occurrences), a score of 1 was given for that interval. For any 

disagreements, the smaller score was divided by the larger score in the interval. The interval 

scores for each session were summed, divided by the total number of intervals, and multiplied by 

100%. IOA was calculated using a total method for behaviors scored using latency measures 

(i.e., target problem behavior). That is, the shorter latency was divided by the longer latency and 

multiplied by 100%. Mean IOA for Riley, Madeline, Emmett, and Owen was 99.1% (range, 

80%-100%), 98.9% (range, 76%-100%), 99.4% (range, 80%-100%), and 98.5% (range, 0%-

100%), respectively. For the few sessions in which IOA was below 80%, observers were 

retrained on the definitions of each behavior to ensure understanding and to minimize observer 

drift. For example, IOA for one of Owen’s sessions was 0% because one data collector scored a 

flop while the other data collector did not. After this session, data collectors were provided with 

retraining on the flopping definition.   

 Procedural integrity data were calculated during 38.2% (range, 31%-48%) of sessions 

across phases with all participants. Procedural integrity was calculated by dividing the number of 

correct reinforcers delivered within 5 s of the onset of precursor behavior (if applicable) and 

target problem behavior by the total number of occurrences of precursor behavior or target 

problem behavior. For the purpose of analyzing procedural integrity data, instances of precursor 

behavior or target problem behavior that co-occurred within a 3 s period were defined as one 

instance of target behavior. Mean procedural integrity for all participants was 100%.  

Pre-Assessment Procedures 
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Prior to conducting FAs, the lead experimenter, who is a master’s level Board Certified 

Behavior Analyst (BCBA), interviewed classroom supervisors for each participant. Specifically, 

the experimenter conducted the same 20-question, open-ended indirect assessment (IA) used by 

Hanley and colleagues in their implementation of the IISCA (Hanley et al., 2014; see Appendix 

D) using the PDF version via telehealth (i.e., HIPPA-compliant Zoom platform). Training for the 

lead experimenter to administer the IA consisted of a Board Certified Behavior Analyst Doctoral 

level (BCBA-D) modeling how to conduct the IA for the lead experimenter. That is, the BCBA-

D conducted an IA with the lead experimenter as the respondent. Additionally, this IA was taped 

for future review by the lead experimenter. Following the completion of the IA, the lead 

experimenter practiced conducting an IA with the BCBA-D as the respondent. The BCBA-D 

provided feedback and required additional practice until the lead experimenter displayed 

competence.  

For each participant, the lead experimenter conducted the IA with two or three classroom 

supervisors who (a) were doctoral students in a behavior analysis program, (b) had supervised 

training in the assessment and treatment of problem behavior, and (c) had worked for at least 

three months in the classroom in which the participant attended. Questions focused on 

identification of precursor behavior, target problem behavior, other problem behavior, 

antecedents likely to evoke precursor behavior and target problem behavior, consequences that 

followed precursor behavior or target problem behavior, as well as participant preferences and 

communication abilities. The experimenter asked the supervisors each question from the IA and 

recorded each response. Supervisors were interviewed at the same time to allow for discussion of 

each question and their respective answers (Hanley et al., 2014). If discrepancies in answers 
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occurred, the experimenter asked additional questions to determine if different contingencies 

across situations and contexts affected behavior. Each interview lasted approximately 40 min. 

Once the lead experimenter conducted an IA for a participant, it was reviewed to 

determine the conditions to be conducted in subsequent FAs. That is, the outcomes were used to 

determine participant (a) precursor behavior, (b) target problem behavior, (c) other problem 

behavior, (d) high preferred items, (e) low preferred demands or tasks, and (f) forms of attention 

or interactions to be used in subsequent FAs. Furthermore, the outcomes were used to conduct a 

risk assessment for all participants. That is, experimenters completed a cost-benefit analysis for 

conducting FAs and determined various safeguards to protect the participant, experimenter, and 

environment. Specifically, the risk assessment suggested a padded room should be used for 

Owen and Emmett given their other problem behavior of flopping (Owen) and SIB (Emmett). 

Additionally, Emmett’s outcomes suggested a blocking mat should be used during sessions 

contingent on occurrences of SIB across all conditions. Madeline and Riley’s risk assessment did 

not suggest additional safeguards were necessary. 

Once the interviews were complete, the lead experimenter and other doctoral students 

conducted structured observations to gain additional information regarding precursor behavior (if 

applicable), target problem behavior, and environmental events. The structured observations 

were similar to the structured observation used by Greer et al. (2020). Specifically, structured 

observations were conducted such that the experimenter modified establishing operations (EOs) 

and putative reinforcers every 4 min during a 40-min observation session. The specific segments 

and sequence of establishing operations presented for all participants was (a) ignore, (b) 

attention, (c) noncontingent attention, (d) attention, (e) escape, (f) ignore, (g) escape, (h) 

tangible, (i) noncontingent tangible, (j) tangible. That is, in the ignore segment, experimenters 
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provided participants access to moderately preferred items and did not provide attention. 

Precursor behavior (if applicable) or target problem behavior resulted in no programmed 

consequences. In the attention segment, experimenters provided participants access to preferred 

attention, removed it, and contingent on precursor behavior (if applicable) or target problem 

behavior, delivered preferred attention for 30 s. In the noncontingent attention segment, 

experimenters provided participants continuous access to preferred attention. Precursor behavior 

(if applicable) or target problem behavior resulted in no programmed consequences. In the 

escape segment, experimenters delivered demands using a three-step prompting procedure. 

Contingent on precursor behavior (if applicable) or target problem behavior, demands were 

removed for 30 s. In the tangible segment, experimenters provided participants access to 

preferred tangibles or activities, removed access, and contingent on precursor behavior (if 

applicable) or target problem behavior, delivered access to preferred tangibles or activities for 30 

s. In the noncontingent tangible segment, experimenters provided participants continuous access 

to preferred tangibles. Precursor behavior (if applicable) or target problem behavior resulted in 

no programmed consequences. Although the specific segments and sequence were identical 

across participants, the contingencies presented were individualized based on the IA to include 

participant-specific forms of attention, tangibles, and demands.  

Functional Analyses 

Based on the IA and structured observations for each participant, experimenters 

conducted two to three isolated contingency FAs and one synthesized contingency FA (see Table 

3 for conditions conducted for each participant). For the two participants whose target problem 

behavior was elopement, we conducted a latency-based FA (Thomason-Sassi et al., 2011) due to 

the difficulty of resetting the EO following its occurrence. For two other participants, we 
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conducted a repeated measures FA that was 5 min in duration. During test conditions in all FAs, 

experimenters placed contingencies on both precursor behavior (when applicable) and target 

problem behavior. We used a pairwise design for Riley and Madeline and a combination of a 

pairwise and a reversal design for Emmett and Owen to demonstrate experimental control in the 

FAs. In the pairwise design for each FA, experimenters rapidly alternated each test condition 

(isolated or synthesized) with a condition-specific control condition. That is, during control 

conditions, the contingency or contingencies programmed for precursor behavior or target 

problem behavior in the test condition were provided noncontingently. Isolated FAs were 

conducted prior to synthesized FAs, and each test versus control comparison was conducted 

using the following order: control, test, control, test, test (Hanley et al., 2014). For the reversal 

design for Emmett and Owen, experimenters conducted consecutive test and control sessions for 

a potential functional variable in an attempt to clarify the isolated FA outcomes. Following the 

synthesized contingency FA, we replicated all conditions (i.e., isolated and synthesized) to 

demonstrate experimental control and further examine the influence of synthesized contingencies 

in isolated FAs. The only difference between the FAs was whether contingencies suggested to 

influence precursor behavior (if applicable) or target problem behavior in the IA were isolated in 

one FA (e.g., escape only) and synthesized in the other FA (e.g., escape and tangible). In 

addition, experimenters wore different color t-shirts across conditions to aid in discrimination.  

Riley 

Results of Riley’s IA suggested her most problematic behavior that would serve as her 

target problem behavior was tantrum behavior (i.e., flopping, foot stomping, screaming) and she 

did not display a precursor behavior to tantrum behavior. Other problem behavior reported in the 

IA were property destruction and SIB. Furthermore, the IA suggested Riley’s tantrum behavior 
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was evoked when preferred tangibles (e.g., dolls, music toys, grocery toys, bubbles) were 

removed or denied and when difficult demands (e.g., clean up demands, specific instructions, 

“Give me” instructions) were delivered. Results of Riley’s structured observation suggested her 

tantrum behavior was evoked when difficult demands were delivered. Therefore, we conducted 

an isolated tangible FA, an isolated escape FA, and a synthesized tangible and escape FA with 

Riley. 

Riley’s isolated tangible FA was similar to the one conducted with Madeline with a few 

exceptions. First, because sessions were conducted in the classroom, Riley had access to items 

that were available during the ongoing classroom activity during all sessions. Additionally, high-

preferred tangibles were manipulated in addition to any tangibles or activities available in the 

classroom in which Riley was engaged (i.e., when removing tangibles, the experimenter removed 

not only the high-preferred tangibles, but also any other tangible with which Riley was engaged 

at the time). Second, prior to isolated tangible sessions, the experimenter told classroom teachers 

they may briefly interact with Riley should she approach them, but high-preferred attention 

should be withheld. Finally, Riley’s preferred tangibles were used in this FA. 

During the isolated escape FA, an escape test condition and a condition-specific control 

condition were rapidly alternated. Prior to the test and control sessions, experimenters told 

classroom teachers they may briefly interact with Riley should she approach them while on a 

break, but high-preferred attention should be withheld, and no attention should be provided when 

demands were being given. Experimenters began the session by stating, “It’s time to work” and 

immediately delivering difficult demands using a three-step prompting procedure. Contingent on 

compliance, the experimenter delivered praise (e.g., “I love how you cleaned up!”). However, 

contingent on tantrum behavior, the experimenter said, “Ok you don’t have to,” and provided 
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escape from demands (i.e., no longer delivered demands and removed task materials) for 30 s. 

After 30 s elapsed the experimenter said, “It’s time to work,” and presented difficult demands. 

The condition-specific control condition consisted of no demands and access tangibles typically 

found in the classroom. 

During the synthesized tangible and escape FA, a combined tangible and escape 

condition and a condition-specific control condition were rapidly alternated. Prior to the test and 

control conditions, experimenters told classroom teachers they may briefly interact with Riley 

should she approach them while on a break with tangibles, but high-preferred attention should be 

withheld, and no attention should be provided when demands were being given. Prior to the test 

condition, the experimenter presented Riley with a bin of preferred tangibles for 1 min. Next, the 

experimenter began the session by stating, “It’s my turn, it’s time to work,” removing the 

preferred tangibles and any tangibles or activities in which Riley was engaged, and immediately 

delivering difficult demands. Contingent on compliance, the experimenter delivered praise (e.g., 

“I love how you cleaned up!”). However, contingent on tantrum behavior, the experimenter said, 

“Ok you don’t have to, you can have it,” provided escape from demands (i.e., no longer 

delivered demands and removed task materials), and provided access to preferred tangibles and 

any other tangibles or activities previously removed for 30 s. After 30 s elapsed, the 

experimenter again removed the preferred tangibles and any tangibles or activities in which 

Riley was engaged, said, “It’s my turn, it’s time to work,” and presented difficult demands. The 

condition-specific control condition consisted of continuous access to preferred tangibles and no 

demands.   

Madeline 
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Results of Madeline’s IA suggested her most problematic behavior that would serve as 

her target problem behavior was physical aggression and her precursor behavior to physical 

aggression was foot stomping, screeching, and negative vocalizations. For Madeline, we refer to 

her combined occurrences of precursor behavior and target problem behavior as target behavior 

as contingencies were placed on the occurrence of either behavior. Other problem behavior 

reported in the IA was SIB. Furthermore, the IA suggested that Madeline’s target behavior was 

evoked when preferred tangibles (e.g., marble maze, bubbles, iPad) were removed or denied and 

when preferred attention (e.g., singing, dance party, back rubs, hugs) was diverted from her and 

delivered to other peers or adults. Results of Madeline’s structured observation suggested her 

target behavior was evoked when access to tangibles was removed or denied. Therefore, we 

conducted an isolated tangible FA, an isolated diverted-attention FA, and a synthesized tangible 

and diverted-attention FA with Madeline. 

During the isolated tangible FA, a tangible test condition and a condition-specific control 

condition were rapidly alternated. Prior to test sessions, the experimenter told classroom teachers 

not to interact with Madeline during the session, and the experimenter provided Madeline with 

her preferred tangibles for 1 min. At the beginning of the session, the experimenter said, “It’s my 

turn” and removed the preferred tangibles. Contingent on target behavior (i.e., physical 

aggression or precursor behavior), the experimenter provided preferred tangibles to Madeline for 

30 s. After 30 s elapsed, the experimenter again said, “It’s my turn” and removed the preferred 

tangibles. During the control condition, Madeline had continuous access to the same high-

preferred tangibles used in the tangible test condition.  

During the isolated diverted-attention FA, a diverted-attention test condition and a 

condition-specific control condition were rapidly alternated. Prior to test sessions, the 
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experimenter told classroom teachers not to interact with Madeline during the session, and the 

experimenter provided Madeline with her preferred attention for 1 min. At the beginning of the 

session, the experimenter began the session by stating, “I have to talk to your friends right now, 

but you can play with these” and directed her to moderately preferred tangibles (e.g., sand, 

playdoh) and delivered Madeline’s preferred attention to peers or adults in her area. Contingent 

on target behavior (i.e., precursor behavior or target problem behavior), the experimenter 

provided preferred attention to Madeline for 30 s. After 30 s elapsed, the experimenter again 

removed their attention and provided Madeline’s preferred attention to peers or adults in her 

area. During the control condition, the experimenter provided continuous preferred attention to 

Madeline while she had access to the same moderately preferred tangibles used in the test 

condition.   

During the synthesized tangible and diverted-attention FA, a combined tangible and 

diverted-attention test condition and a condition-specific control condition were rapidly 

alternated. Prior to test sessions, the experimenter told classroom teachers not to interact with 

Madeline during the session, and the experimenter provided Madeline with preferred attention 

and tangibles for 1 min. At the beginning of the session, the experimenter said, “It’s my turn, I 

can’t talk right now, I have to talk with your friends, but you can play with these,” then directed 

her to moderately preferred tangibles (e.g., sand, playdoh) and delivered Madeline’s preferred 

attention to peers or adults in her area. Contingent on target behavior (i.e., precursor behavior or 

target problem behavior), the experimenter provided preferred attention and access to preferred 

tangibles to Madeline for 30 s. After 30 s elapsed, the experimenter again removed the tangibles, 

and said, “It’s my turn, I can’t talk right now, I have to talk with your friends, but you can play 

with things in this area,” then directed her to moderately preferred tangibles and delivered 
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Madeline’s preferred attention to peers or adults in her area. During the control condition, the 

experimenter provided continuous preferred attention to Madeline while she had access to 

preferred tangibles. 

Emmett 

Results of Emmett’s IA suggested his most problematic behavior that would serve as his 

target problem behavior was elopement and that he did not display a precursor behavior to 

elopement. Other problem behavior reported in the IA were SIB and physical aggression. 

Furthermore, the IA suggested Emmett’s elopement was evoked when preferred tangibles (e.g., 

cooking set and toys, electric car, stickers) were remove or denied, difficult demands (e.g., fine 

motor imitation, coloring, structured art activity) were presented, and when preferred attention 

(e.g., rough and tumble play, conversation) was removed. Additionally, results suggested a 

padded room and blocking mat be used given his other problem behavior of SIB. Results of 

Emmett’s structured observation suggested elopement was evoked when difficult demands were 

presented and access to tangibles were removed or denied. Therefore, we conducted an isolated 

tangible latency-based FA, an isolated escape latency-based FA, an isolated attention latency-

based FA, and a synthesized escape and attention latency-based FA with Emmett. As with Owen, 

given Emmett’s target behavior was elopement (i.e., any instance or attempt of his body passing 

through the threshold of the adjoining room door), which made it difficult to reset the EO 

following its occurrence, all sessions (i.e., test and control) ended after the experimenter 

delivered the programmed reinforcer for 30 s contingent on the first occurrence of elopement. 

During the isolated tangible FA, a tangible test condition and a condition-specific control 

condition were rapidly alternated. Prior to test sessions, the experimenter presented Emmett with 

a bin of high-preferred tangibles for 1 min. Next, the experimenter began the session in the front 
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room by saying, “It’s my turn,” removing the tangibles, and placing them in the adjoining room 

and returning to the original room. Contingent on elopement the experimenter said, “You can 

have it” from the original room and allowed Emmett to access to the tangibles in the other room 

for 30 s. After 30 s elapsed, the experimenter terminated the session. The condition-specific 

control condition consisted of continuous access to the same high-preferred tangibles used in the 

tangible test condition. Contingent on elopement, the experimenter remained in the original 

room. That is, the experimenter did not follow Owen into the adjoining room and terminated the 

session. Additionally, following occurrences of elopement in either the isolated tangible test or 

the control condition, the next session began in the room the participant was currently located. 

For example, if the session began in the front room with an isolated tangible control session and 

Emmett engaged in elopement, the experimenter would terminate the session from the front 

room, allow a minimum of 30 s to elapse (i.e., as to not provide additional attention), would enter 

the adjoining room (no attention provided to Emmett), and begin the isolated tangible test 

session.  

Emmett’s isolated escape FA was similar to the one conducted with Owen with a few 

exceptions. First, after observing short latencies to elopement in the isolated escape control 

conditions, we modified the condition by providing continuous access to moderately preferred 

tangibles (e.g., airplane, books, blocks) and delivering neutral attention (e.g., “I like how you are 

playing,” “Nice job hanging out”) every 30 s. This modification was made as we hypothesized 

the elopement may have been occurring because there was no opportunity to engage in a more 

appropriate behavior and was very different from any situations he experienced in the natural 

environment. Second, Emmett’s difficult demands (e.g., fine motor imitation, coloring, 

structured art activity) were used in this FA. Furthermore, Emmett’s isolated attention FA was 
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similar to the one conducted with Owen except that Emmett’s preferred attention (e.g., rough and 

tumble play, conversation) was used in this FA.    

During the synthesized tangible, escape, and attention FA, a combined tangible, escape, 

and attention test condition and a condition-specific control condition were rapidly alternated. 

During the test condition, the experimenter began the session by stating, “We can’t talk right 

now, it’s my turn, and it’s time to work,” removing the tangibles and placing them in the 

adjoining room, returning to the original room, and delivering difficult demands using a three-

step prompting procedure. Contingent on compliance, the experimenter provided praise (e.g., 

“Nice job picking up the poof ball!”). However, contingent on elopement, the experimenter said, 

“Ok you don’t have to” and provided escape from demands (i.e., no longer delivered demands 

and removed task materials) for 30 s; access to tangibles for 30 s (i.e., the tangibles were out and 

available for Emmett to access contingent on elopement); and preferred attention by chasing 

after him into the other room, providing a reprimand or rationale (e.g., “No, we need to go back 

over here,” “We are staying in this room”), and physically redirecting him back to the previous 

room. Specifically, access to tangibles occurred for 30 s before the experimenter physically 

redirected him back to the other room. Once Emmett was back in the previous room, the 

experimenter terminated the session. The condition-specific control condition consisted of access 

to high-preferred tangibles, no demands, and the experimenter providing continuous preferred 

attention to Emmett. However, if elopement occurred, the experimenter remained in the original 

room. Additionally, following occurrences of elopement in the synthesized tangible, escape, and 

attention control condition, the next session began in the room the participant was currently 

located. 

Owen 
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 Results of Owen’s IA suggested his most problematic behavior that would serve as his 

target problem behavior was elopement and that he did not display a precursor behavior to 

elopement. Other problem behavior reported in the IA were flopping, physical aggression, and 

property destruction. Furthermore, the IA suggested that elopement (target problem behavior) 

was evoked when difficult demands (e.g., gross motor imitation, following multiple-step 

instructions, articulation) were presented and when preferred attention (e.g., rough and tumble 

play, spinning around, chase) was removed. Additionally, as mentioned, results suggested a 

padded room be used given his other problem behavior of forcefully flopping to the ground. 

Results of Owen’s structured observation suggested elopement was evoked when preferred 

attention was removed. Therefore, we conducted an isolated escape latency-based FA, an 

isolated attention latency-based FA, and a synthesized escape and attention latency-based FA 

with Owen. Latency-based FAs were conducted with Owen given his target behavior was 

elopement (i.e., any instance or attempt of his body passing through the threshold of the 

adjoining room door), which made it difficult to reset the EO following its occurrence. 

Specifically, all sessions (i.e., test and control) ended after the experimenter delivered the 

programmed reinforcer for 30 s contingent on the first occurrence of elopement. Additionally, it 

is important to note that Owen was our first participant, and thus procedures were somewhat 

different than with other participants. That is, we did not replicate the isolated escape FA or 

isolated attention FA before conducting the synthesized escape and attention FA with Owen.  

During the isolated escape FA, an escape test condition and a condition-specific control 

condition were rapidly alternated. During the test condition, the experimenter began the session 

in the front room by saying, “It’s time to work” and delivering difficult demands using a three-

step prompting procedure. Contingent on compliance, the experimenter provided praise (e.g., 
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“Nice listening!”). However, contingent on elopement, the experimenter said, “Ok you don’t 

have to” and provided escape (i.e., no longer delivered demands and removed task materials) for 

30 s. Following occurrences of elopement, the experimenter remained in the original room. That 

is, the experimenter did not follow Owen into the adjoining room. After 30 s elapsed, the 

experimenter terminated the session. The condition-specific control condition consisted of no 

demands and access to moderately preferred tangibles (e.g., magnet letters, blocks, play food). 

Specifically, because Owen’s IA suggested access to tangibles was not a functional variable, 

access to moderately preferred tangibles was provided such that Owen had an alternative 

behavior to engage in. However, if elopement occurred, the experimenter remained in the 

original room. Additionally, following occurrences of elopement in either the isolated escape test 

or the control condition, the next session began in the room the participant was currently located. 

For example, if the session began in the front room with an isolated escape control session and 

Owen engaged in elopement, the experimenter terminated the session from the front room, 

allowed a minimum of 30 s to elapse (i.e., as to not provide additional attention), entered the 

adjoining room, and began an isolated escape test session.  

During the isolated attention FA, an attention test condition and a condition-specific 

control condition were rapidly alternated. During the test condition, the experimenter began the 

session in the front room by stating, “Here are some things you can play with, I can’t talk to you 

right now, I have some work to do” and providing access to moderately preferred tangibles while 

removing their attention and pretending to work while remaining in the same room as Owen. 

Contingent on elopement, the experimenter delivered attention by chasing after him into the 

other room, providing a reprimand or rationale (e.g., “No, we need to go back over here,” “We 

are staying in this room”) and physically redirecting him back to the previous room for 
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approximately 30 s. Once Owen was back in the previous room, the experimenter terminated the 

session. The condition-specific control condition consisted of the experimenter providing 

continuous preferred attention to Owen, which included rough and tumble play, spinning around, 

and chase. However, if elopement occurred, the experimenter remained in the original room. 

Additionally, following occurrences of elopement in the isolated attention control condition, the 

next session began in the room the participant was currently located.  

During the synthesized escape and attention FA, a combined escape and attention test 

condition and a condition-specific control condition were rapidly alternated. During the test 

condition, the experimenter began the session in the front room by stating, “We can’t talk right 

now and it’s time to work” and delivering difficult demands using a three-step prompting 

procedure. Contingent on compliance, the experimenter provided praise (e.g., “Nice listening!”). 

However, contingent on elopement, the experimenter said, “Ok you don’t have to” and provided 

escape (i.e., no longer delivered demands and removed task materials) and delivered preferred 

attention by chasing after him into the other room, providing a reprimand or rationale (e.g., “No, 

we need to go back over here,” “We are staying in this room”), and physically redirecting him 

back to the previous room for 30 s. Once Owen was back in the previous room, the experimenter 

terminated the session. The condition-specific control condition consisted of no demands and the 

experimenter providing continuous preferred attention to Owen. However, if elopement 

occurred, the experimenter remained in the original room. Additionally, following occurrences of 

elopement in the synthesized escape and attention control condition, the next session began in 

the room the participant was currently located.  

Study 1 Results 

Figure 1 depicts results obtained from Riley’s FA of tantrum behavior as percent interval 

(top panel) and the percent occurrence during the EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel) 
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across isolated tangible, isolated escape, and synthesized tangible and escape conditions. Results 

showed tantrum behavior occurred at higher levels during the test conditions as compared to the 

control conditions in all FAs. Additionally, results showed tantrum behavior occurred 

exclusively during EO-on periods across all FAs. These results were replicated with the addition 

of a new experimenter, providing additional support for these outcomes. Overall, these results 

suggest Riley’s tantrum behavior is maintained by isolated tangible, isolated escape, isolated 

attention, and synthesized tangible, escape, and attention.  

Figure 2 depicts the percent interval of combined other problem behavior (top panel) and 

the percent occurrence of combined other problem behavior during EO-on and EO off periods 

(bottom panel) across FAs. Other problem behavior for Riley included SIB and property 

destruction. Results showed other problem behavior occurred infrequently and exclusively in the 

EO-on periods.  

Figure 3 depicts results obtained from Madeline’s FA of target behavior as percent 

interval (top panel) and the percent occurrence during the EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom 

panel) across isolated tangible, isolated diverted-attention, and synthesized tangible and diverted-

attention conditions. Target behavior for Madeline included her precursor behavior (foot 

stomping, screeching, negative vocalizations) and target problem behavior (physical aggression). 

Results showed target behavior occurred at higher levels during the test conditions as compared 

to the control conditions in all three FAs. These results were replicated providing additional 

support for these outcomes. Additionally, EO-on and EO-off results showed target behavior 

initially occurred exclusively during EO-on periods in the isolated tangible, isolated diverted-

attention, and synthesized tangible and diverted-attention FA conditions; however, following 

exposure to the synthesized tangible and diverted-attention contingency, target behavior began 
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occasionally occurring in EO-off periods of the isolated tangible and isolated diverted-attention 

FAs. Overall, these results suggest Madeline’s target behavior is maintained by isolated tangible, 

isolated diverted attention, and synthesized tangible and diverted attention.  

Figure 4 depicts the percent interval of combined precursor behavior (top panel) and the 

percent occurrence during EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel) across isolated tangible, 

isolated diverted-attention, and synthesized tangible and diverted-attention FA conditions. 

Results showed precursor behavior occurred at higher levels during the test condition as 

compared to the control condition in the initial isolated tangible FA. Additionally, results showed 

precursor behavior occurred infrequently in the initial isolated diverted-attention and synthesized 

tangible and diverted-attention FA. Following the synthesized tangible and diverted-attention 

FA, precursor behavior occurred in all FAs. Additionally, when precursor behavior occurred, it 

consisted primarily of negative vocalizations. Additional results showed precursor behavior 

occurred exclusively during EO-on periods in the isolated tangible, isolated diverted-attention, 

and synthesized tangible and diverted attention conditions However, following exposure to the 

synthesized tangible and diverted-attention FA, precursor behavior occurred in both the EO-on 

and EO-off periods of the isolated tangible and isolated diverted-attention FAs.  

Figure 5 depicts results obtained from Emmett’s latency-based FA of elopement. For 

Emmett, experimenters conducted an isolated tangible FA, an isolated escape FA, an isolated 

attention FA, and a synthesized tangible, escape, and attention FA. Experimenters began 

Emmett’s FA using a pairwise design. Results of the initial isolated tangible FA showed shorter 

latencies to elopement in the test condition relative to the control condition. However, elopement 

did occur in some control sessions. During initial sessions, experimenters noted that Emmett 

sometimes engaged in elopement during the isolated tangible control condition to gain access to 
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the blocking mat located just across the adjoining room door. Therefore, experimenters removed 

the mat; however, results showed he continued to sometimes engage in elopement during control 

sessions. In the initial isolated escape FA, results initially showed elopement occurred at 

relatively similar short latencies in both the test and control condition. Therefore, experimenters 

provided continuous access to a moderately preferred tangible and noncontingent attention every 

30 s in control sessions. After this change, results showed elopement continued to occur at short 

latencies in the test condition and longer latencies in the control condition. In the initial isolated 

attention FA, results showed elopement occurred at short latencies in the test condition as 

compared to the control condition; however, occurrences of elopement were variable.  

Given that elopement occurred in control conditions in isolated tangible and escape FAs 

for Emmett, we conducted a reversal design in which we presented sequential test and control 

sessions (i.e., 5 test sessions, then 5 control sessions) in our replication of FAs. As with Owen, 

we chose to do this to attempt to address possible discrimination problems across conditions due 

to a lack of repeated exposure to programmed contingencies in using a latency FA methodology. 

Results of the sequential presentation evaluation showed shorter latencies to elopement in test 

conditions as compared to control conditions in both isolated FAs. Results of the subsequent 

pairwise synthesized FA showed short latencies to elopement in the test condition as compared 

to no elopement in the control condition. These outcomes were replicated in subsequent 

sequential presentation evaluations for all isolated and synthesized FAs. Overall, these results 

suggest Emmett’s elopement is maintained by isolated tangible, isolated escape, isolated 

attention, and synthesized tangible, escape, and attention.  

Figure 6 depicts the results of Emmett’s combined other problem behavior (i.e., SIB and 

physical aggression) as latency (top panel) and percentage of intervals (bottom panel). Results 
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showed other problem behavior infrequently occurred across the isolated tangible, isolated 

escape, isolated attention, and synthesized tangible, escape, and attention pairwise FAs: however, 

when it did occur, it was most frequently in the test conditions of the FAs. Furthermore, other 

problem behavior occurred even less frequently in the sequential test and control FAs. 

Additionally, when other problem behavior occurred, it consisted primarily of physical 

aggression.  

Figure 7 depicts results obtained from Owen’s latency-based FA of elopement. For 

Owen, experimenters conducted an isolated escape FA, an isolated attention FA, and a 

synthesized escape and attention FA. During the initial FAs, experimenters used a pairwise 

design. During the initial escape FA, elopement did not occur. During the initial attention FA, 

elopement occurred at relatively short latencies in several test and control sessions; however, 

these outcomes did not maintain over time. During some of the initial control conditions, Owen 

would attempt to play hide and seek with the experimenter, which would sometimes result in him 

running in the other room. Therefore, playing this game with him was removed as a preferred 

form of attention during the noted control session for the remainder of the FA. In the initial 

synthesized escape and attention FA, results showed that over time elopement occurred at shorter 

latencies in the test condition as compared to the control condition. We then attempted to 

replicate results of the FAs using the same pairwise design.  

In the isolated escape FA following the synthesized FA, results showed shorter latencies 

to elopement in the test condition as compared to the control condition. These results maintained 

with the addition of a new experimenter due to a semester change and COVID policies (i.e., the 

first experimenter was no longer be in the classroom or research “bubble”). However, it is 

important to note that some elopement occurred at relatively short latencies in some control 
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sessions. In the isolated attention FA following the synthesized FA, results showed short 

latencies to elopement in both the test and control conditions. Given that elopement occurred in 

control conditions across these isolated escape and attention FAs, we hypothesized that Owen’s 

behavior was not discriminating the contingencies across test and control conditions. This may 

have been likely because sessions were terminated following the occurrence of elopement, and 

thus Owen was not repeatedly exposed to the contingencies in each condition. Thus, we 

conducted a reversal design in which we presented sequential test and control sessions for 

isolated attention, isolated escape, and synthesized attention and escape (i.e., five test sessions, 

then five control sessions). Results of the sequential presentation showed consistently shorter 

latencies to elopement in test sessions as compared to control sessions across all FAs. Overall, 

these results suggest Owen’s elopement was maintained by isolated escape, isolated attention, 

and synthesized escape and attention.  

Figure 8 depicts Owen’s other combined problem behavior (i.e., flopping, property 

destruction, and physical aggression) as latency (top panel) and percentage of intervals (bottom 

panel). Results showed other problem behavior occurred infrequently across the isolated escape, 

isolated attention, and synthesized pairwise FAs; however, when it did occur, it was most 

frequently in the test conditions of FAs. Furthermore, shorter latencies to other problem behavior 

and a high percentage of intervals in which other problem behavior occurred were observed in 

the sequential test and control synthesized escape and attention FA. Additionally, when other 

problem behavior occurred, it consisted primarily of flopping and physical aggression.  

Study 2 Method: FCT+EXT and Synthesized Generalization Tests  

Participants, Setting, and Materials 
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 The participants, setting, and materials for Study 2 were the same as those used in Study 

1 except discriminative stimuli were not used during FCT+EXT or isolated test sessions. 

Response Measurement and Interobserver Agreement 

During all intervention evaluation sessions, trained observers collected data on the same 

variables in Study 1 including target problem behavior, precursor behavior, other problem 

behavior, compliance, and experimenter behavior (i.e., delivery of vocal-only instruction, 

duration or frequency of reinforcer delivery) for Riley and Madeline. For Emmett and Owen, all 

variables except for target problem behavior (elopement) were the same. That is, for Emmett and 

Owen, during FCT+EXT (isolated and synthesized) and isolated test sessions, data were 

collected, analyzed, and depicted for elopement not only using a latency measure (as in Study1) 

but also and frequency measure, which was converted to rate. As in Study 1, the main dependent 

variable was either target problem behavior alone (Riley, Emmett, Owen) or a combination of 

target problem behavior and precursor behavior (termed target behavior; Madeline). 

Additionally, for intervention evaluation sessions in which demands were presented, percent 

compliance was calculated as in Study 1. 

Observers also collected data on the frequency of prompted and independent functional 

communication responses (FCRs) during intervention and isolated test phases. Functional 

communication responses were individually defined for participants based on the individual’s 

communication repertoire and skill set (see below). Prompted FCRs were defined as FCRs that 

occurred within 5 s of an experimenter prompt. Independent FCRs were defined as FCRs that 

occurred after the EO was presented and without an experimenter prompt. Additionally, within-

session analyses were analyzed and depicted as described in Study 1 for all sessions for Riley, 

Emmett, and Madeline and for all sessions except baseline for Owen. Within-session analyses 
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were not conducted during baseline phases for Owen as elopement was measured using latency 

only and sessions were terminated following the first occurrence of elopement. However, during 

intervention and isolated test sessions, within-session analyses were conducted because sessions 

lasted for 5 min and multiple instances of elopement could occur within session.   

A second observer simultaneously, but independently, collected data during 35.7% 

(range, 30%-40%) of sessions across phases with all participants. As in Study 1, IOA was 

calculated using the percent-interval method for behaviors scored using a percent-interval 

measure (i.e., precursor behavior, target problem behavior, other problem behavior) and delivery 

of stimulus events. For a frequency measure (i.e., precursor behavior, target problem behavior, 

other problem behavior, demands, prompted and independent FCRs), IOA was calculated using 

the proportional agreement method. Mean IOA for Riley, Madeline, Emmett, and Owen and was 

95.7% (range, 80%-100%), 99.3% (range, 76%-100%), 98.3% (range, 42%-100%), and 97.1% 

(range, 0%-100%), respectively. For the few sessions in which IOA was below 80%, observers 

were retrained on the definitions of each behavior to ensure understanding and to minimize 

observer drift. For example, IOA for one of Madeline’s sessions was 76% because one data 

collector scored more occurrences of physical aggression than the other data collector. After this 

session, data collectors were provided with retraining on the physical aggression definition and 

measurement.   

As in Study 1, procedural integrity data were calculated during 32.3% (range, 30%-38%) 

of sessions across phases with all participants. In baseline sessions, procedural integrity data 

were calculated by dividing the number of reinforcers delivered within 5 s of the onset of 

precursor behavior or target problem behavior by the total number of occurrences of precursor 

behavior or target problem behavior. For the purpose of analyzing procedural integrity data, 
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instances of precursor behavior or target problem behavior that co-occurred within a 3-s period 

was defined as one instance of behavior. In intervention sessions, procedural integrity data were 

calculated by dividing the number of reinforcers delivered within 5 s of the emittance of a 

prompted or independent FCR by the total number of occurrences of FCRs. For the purpose of 

analyzing procedural integrity data, instances of FCRs that co-occurred within a 3-s period was 

defined as one FCR. Additionally, for the purpose of analyzing procedural integrity data, 

instances of FCRs that occurred during the EO-off period (i.e., participant already had access to 

the reinforcer[s]) were not factored into the equation. Mean procedural integrity for Riley, 

Madeline, Emmett, and Owen was 100%, 100%, 99.5% (range, 83%-100%), and 100% 

respectively.  

Procedure 

For all participants, intervention and isolated test sessions were 5 min in duration and 

were conducted by a trained graduate student (i.e., same graduate student who conducted FA 

sessions in Study 1). Furthermore, a reversal design was used for experimental control with both 

participants. Additionally, Owen was our first participant and his methodology was different than 

those used for Riley, Madeline, and Emmett. 

For all participants, experimenters implemented synthesized FCT+EXT for contingencies 

identified as a maintaining variable in the FA. The purpose of synthesized FCT+EXT sessions 

was to teach participants to engage in an omnibus mand (i.e., FCR) to gain access to the 

synthesized reinforcer while simultaneously reducing precursor behavior (Madeline only) or 

target problem behavior. Prior to beginning synthesized FCT+EXT sessions, experimenters 

conducted two pre-session prompts for all participants in which the evocative situation was 

presented, and a second experimenter used the least intrusive prompt to get the participant to 
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engage in the FCR, which resulted in 10 s access to the synthesized reinforcer. All Synthesized 

FCT+EXT sessions involved contingencies similar to those programmed in the synthesized FA 

test condition; however, emittance of the FCR resulted in 30 s access to the synthesized 

reinforcer and occurrences of precursor behavior (Madeline only) or target problem behavior 

resulted in no programmed consequence (i.e., extinction). During sessions, FCRs were 

individualized and trained using a time delay procedure in which the experimenter presented the 

synthesized evocative situation, and a second experimenter prompted the FCR at the current time 

delay until the response was emitted by the participant. The time delay increased following two 

consecutive sessions at a current delay regardless of the occurrence of precursor behavior or 

target problem behavior (e.g., following two sessions at a 0 s delay, the delay increased to 5 s) 

and was thinned as followed: 0, 5, 10, 30 s. Once the participant was reliably emitting 

independent FCRs, synthesized FCT+EXT intervention sessions continued until there were little 

to no occurrences of precursor behavior or target problem behavior and high rates of independent 

FCRs.  

After the effects of FCT+EXT to access synthesized reinforcers were observed, 

experimenters implemented isolated test sessions for participants. The purpose of isolated test 

sessions was to assess generalization of the omnibus mand previously acquired in the 

Synthesized FCT+EXT phase to the isolated contingency(ies) shown to maintain precursor 

behavior (if applicable) and target problem behavior while maintaining low levels of precursor 

behavior and target problem behavior. If a participant’s FAs showed precursor behavior and 

target problem behavior was maintained by multiple isolated contingencies (e.g., escape in 

isolation, tangible in isolation), these variables were rapidly alternated using a multielement 

design. Additionally, to decrease the EO for tangibles in sessions that did not include access to 
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tangibles, all sessions were conducted in an area free of tangibles (e.g., session room, classroom 

booth) or an area with limited tangibles that could be easily blocked (e.g., classroom library, 

motor room). Specifically, the experimenter began isolated test sessions by presenting the 

isolated evocative situation (e.g., demands). Contingent on the participant emitting the omnibus 

mand (e.g., “my way”), the experimenter delivered 30 s access to the isolated reinforcer (e.g., 

break). Additionally, precursor behavior or target problem behavior resulted in no programmed 

consequences (i.e., extinction). Once 30 s elapsed, the experimenter again presented the isolated 

evocative situation. If precursor behavior or target problem behavior remained low and FCRs 

remained high, suggesting that the omnibus mand generalized to isolated contingencies, the 

participant completed the current study (Riley). However, if precursor behavior or target problem 

behavior increased and FCRs decreased, suggesting the omnibus mand did not generalize to 

isolated contingencies, experimenters either implemented isolated FCT+EXT sessions for those 

contingencies (Madeline, Emmett) or began reinforcing previously trained isolated FCRs 

(Owen).  

The purpose of isolated FCT+EXT sessions was to teach participants to engage in an 

isolated or specific FCR to gain access to the isolated reinforcer(s) shown to maintain precursor 

behavior (if applicable) and target problem behavior while simultaneously reducing precursor 

behavior and target problem behavior. For Madeline, isolated FCT+EXT sessions were 

conducted similar to synthesized FCT+EXT sessions except the experimenter presented an 

isolated evocative situation (i.e., diverted attention), prompted an isolated FCR (i.e., “talk to 

me”), and delivered an isolated reinforcer (i.e., preferred attention) for any prompted or 

independent FCR emitted by the participant. For Emmett, isolated FCT+EXT sessions were 

conducted similar to synthesized FCT+EXT sessions except the experimenter presented an 
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isolated evocative situation (i.e., demands), required the emittance of the synthesized FCR (i.e., 

“my way”), prompted an isolated FCR (i.e., “toys, please,” “talk to me”), and delivered an 

isolated reinforcer (i.e., preferred tangibles, preferred attention) for any prompted or independent 

FCR. For Owen, experimenters reinforced certain isolated FCRs in various phases given his 

history with relevant isolated FCRs and the initial outcomes of the isolated test phase (see 

below).  

Riley 

For Riley, baseline sessions were conducted with maintaining variable(s) (i.e., isolated or 

synthesized) identified in Study 1 using a multielement design. That is, experimenters rapidly 

alternated between isolated and synthesized, quasi-randomly using the procedures described in 

Study 1. Specifically, a round of each of the conditions (i.e., isolated and synthesized) was 

conducted in a session block. To determine the order of conditions to be conducted, the 

experimenter pulled a number out of a cup associated with each of the conditions. Based on the 

outcomes of Riley’s FAs, we conducted baseline sessions for isolated tangible, isolated escape, 

and synthesized tangible and escape contingencies.  

Next, we evaluated the effects of synthesized FCT+EXT for the synthesized tangible and 

escape contingency. During synthesized tangible and escape intervention sessions, procedures 

were similar to synthesized tangible and escape baseline sessions except Riley was taught to emit 

the FCR “my way” to gain access to high-preferred tangibles and a break from demands. 

Specifically, every time Riley said, “my way” the experimenter said, “Ok, you can have it and 

you don’t have to work” and provided her access to high-preferred tangibles and a break from 

demands for 30 s. In addition, occurrences of tantrum behavior no longer resulted in access to 

high-preferred tangibles or a break from demands.  
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Next, we evaluated whether the effects of synthesized FCT+EXT would generalize to the 

isolated tangible and isolated escape contingencies by conducting test sessions in which we 

rapidly alternated two conditions using a multielement design. During isolated test sessions, 

procedures were similar to isolated tangible and isolated escape baseline conditions except 

contingent on Riley saying, “my way” the experimenter delivered the programmed contingency. 

That is, in isolated tangible sessions, the experimenter said, “Ok you can have it” and provided 

access to high-preferred tangibles for 30 s. In isolated escape sessions, the experimenter said, 

“You don’t have to” and provided access to a break from demands for 30 s. In addition, 

occurrences of tantrum behavior no longer resulted in access to high-preferred tangibles or 

preferred attention. Because the synthesized FCR generalized to isolated tangible and isolated 

escape test sessions, we did not have to teach Riley an isolated FCR. 

Madeline 

For Madeline, baseline sessions were conducted with maintaining variable(s) (i.e., 

isolated or synthesized) identified in Study 1 using a multielement design. That is, experimenters 

rapidly alternated between isolated contingencies and synthesized contingencies, quasi-randomly 

using the procedures described in Study 1. Specifically, a round of each of the conditions (i.e., 

isolated and synthesized) was conducted in a session block. To determine the order of conditions 

to be conducted, the experimenter pulled a number out of a cup associated with each of the 

conditions. Based on the outcomes of Madeline’s FAs, we conducted baseline sessions for 

isolated tangible, isolated diverted-attention, and synthesized tangible and diverted-attention 

contingencies.  

Next, we evaluated the effects of synthesized FCT+EXT for the synthesized tangible and 

diverted-attention contingency. During synthesized tangible and diverted-attention intervention 
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sessions, procedures were similar to synthesized tangible and diverted-attention baseline sessions 

except Madeline was taught to emit the FCR “my way” to gain access to high-preferred tangibles 

and preferred attention. Specifically, every time Madeline said, “my way” the experimenter said, 

“Ok, you can have it and we can talk” and provided her access to high-preferred tangibles and 

preferred attention for 30 s. In addition, occurrences of target behavior (i.e., precursor behavior 

and target problem behavior) no longer resulted in access to high-preferred tangibles or preferred 

attention.  

Next, we evaluated whether the effects of synthesized FCT+EXT would generalize to the 

isolated tangible and isolated diverted-attention contingencies by conducting test sessions in 

which we rapidly alternated two conditions using a multielement design. During isolated test 

sessions, procedures were similar to isolated tangible and isolated diverted-attention baseline 

conditions except contingent on Madeline saying, “my way” the experimenter delivered the 

programmed contingency. That is, in isolated tangible sessions, the experimenter said, “Ok you 

can have it” and provided access to high-preferred tangibles for 30 s. In isolated diverted-

attention sessions, the experimenter said, “I can talk to you” and provided preferred attention for 

30 s. In addition, occurrences of target behavior no longer resulted in access to high-preferred 

tangibles or preferred attention.  

Because the synthesized FCR did not generalize to isolated divided-attention test sessions 

for Madeline, we implemented FCT+EXT for the isolated diverted-attention contingency. During 

isolated diverted-attention FCT+EXT sessions, procedures were similar to isolated diverted-

attention baseline conditions except Madeline was taught to emit the FCR “talk to me” to gain 

access to preferred attention. Specifically, every time Madeline said, “talk to me” the 
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experimenter said, “I can talk to you” and provided preferred attention for 30 s. In addition, 

occurrences of target behavior no longer resulted in access to preferred attention.  

Emmett 

For Emmett, baseline sessions were conducted with maintaining variable(s) (i.e., isolated 

or synthesized) identified in Study 1 using a multielement design. That is, experimenters rapidly 

alternated between isolated contingencies and synthesized contingencies, quasi-randomly using 

the procedures described in Study 1. Specifically, a round of each of the conditions (i.e., isolated 

and synthesized) was conducted in a session block. To determine the order of conditions to be 

conducted, the experimenter pulled a number out of a cup associated with each of the conditions. 

Based on the outcomes of Emmett’s FAs, we conducted baseline sessions for isolated tangible, 

isolated escape, isolated attention, and synthesized tangible, escape, and attention contingencies.  

Next, we evaluated whether the effects of synthesized FCT+EXT would generalize to the 

isolated tangible, isolated escape, and isolated attention contingencies by conducting test 

sessions in which we rapidly alternated two conditions using a multielement design. During 

isolated test sessions, procedures were similar to isolated tangible, isolated escape, and isolated 

attention baseline conditions except contingent on Emmett saying, “my way” the experimenter 

delivered the programmed contingency. That is, in isolated tangible sessions, the experimenter 

said, “Ok you can have it” and provided access to high-preferred tangibles for 30 s. In the 

isolated escape sessions, the experimenter said, “Ok you don’t have to” and provided a break 

from demands for 30 s. In isolated attention sessions, the experimenter said, “I can talk to you” 

and provided preferred attention for 30 s. In addition, occurrences of elopement no longer 

resulted in access to high-preferred tangibles, a break from demands, or preferred attention.  
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Because the synthesized FCR did not generalize to isolated escape test sessions for 

Emmett, we implemented FCT+EXT for the isolated escape contingency with some 

modifications. First, because Emmett was emitting the synthesized FCR in the isolated escape 

condition to get access to a break from demands; however, was continuing to elope during the 

EO-off period, we taught him to request attention or tangibles in the escape condition using a 

multielement design. That is, during isolated escape FCT+EXT sessions, procedures were similar 

to the synthesized FCT+EXT conditions except Emmett was taught to emit the FCR “toys 

please” to gain access to preferred tangibles or “talk to me” to gain access to preferred attention 

during the break from demand period. Specifically, Emmett first had to emit the synthesized 

FCR of “my way” to get access to a break from demands then contingent on an isolated tangible 

FCR of “toys please” in the tangible escape sessions, access to preferred tangibles was delivered 

for the remainder of the 30 s break from demands period. Additionally in the attention escape 

sessions, Emmett first had to emit the synthesized FCR to get access to a break then contingency 

on an isolated attention FCR of “talk to me,” access to preferred attention was provided for the 

remainder of the 30 s break from demands period. In addition, occurrences of target behavior no 

longer resulted in access to a break from demands, preferred tangibles, or preferred attention.  

Furthermore, because of the outcomes in the escape tangible sessions, we taught Emmett 

to emit both the isolated tangible and isolated attention FCR during the escape FCT+EXT 

condition. Specifically, Emmett first had to emit the synthesized FCR of “my way” to get access 

to a break from demands then contingent on an isolated tangible FCR of “toys please,” access to 

preferred tangibles was delivered for the remainder of the 30 s break from demands period. 

Additionally, following the emittance of a synthesized and isolated tangible FCR, Emmett was 
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taught to emit the isolated attention FCR to get access to preferred attention in conjunction with 

access to preferred tangibles for the remainder of the 30 s break from demands period. 

Owen 

Based on the outcomes of Owen’s FAs, we evaluated the effects of FCT+EXT for 

isolated escape, isolated attention, and synthesized escape and attention contingencies in a 

sequential fashion and compared the effects to those in the relevant baseline conditions, which 

were data from relevant FA conditions. That is, we did not conduct new baseline sessions for all 

contingencies found as maintaining variables in his FA. Rather, we used session data from his 

final FA conditions for these variables as his initial three baseline phases by which to compare 

the effects of FCT+EXT for each of the variables (isolated and synthesized). Thus, for Owen, we 

taught isolated FCRs prior to teaching synthesized FCRs. After replication of the effects of the 

synthesized FCT+EXT intervention, we then tested to see whether synthesized or isolated FCRs 

would occur under relevant isolated test conditions. Finally, additional modifications were made 

to isolated test conditions based on Owen’s history with relevant isolated FCRs and the initial 

outcomes of the isolated test phase (see below).  

During the isolated escape intervention sessions, procedures were similar to isolated 

escape baseline sessions except Owen was taught to emit the FCR “I want a break” to gain 

access to escape from demands. Specifically, every time Owen said, “I want a break” the 

experimenter said, “Ok, you don’t have to” and provided escape from demands for 30 s. In 

addition, occurrences of elopement no longer resulted in escape from demands. During the 

isolated attention intervention sessions, procedures were similar to isolated attention baseline 

sessions except Owen was taught to emit the FCR “play with me” to gain access to preferred 

attention. Specifically, every time Owen said, “play with me” the experimenter said, “I can play 
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with you” and provided preferred attention for 30 s. In addition, occurrences of elopement no 

longer resulted in access to preferred attention. During the synthesized escape and attention 

intervention sessions, procedures were similar to the synthesized escape and attention baseline 

sessions except Owen was taught to emit the FCR “my way” to gain access to preferred attention 

and escape from demands. Specifically, every time Owen said, “my way” the experimenter said, 

“Ok, you don’t have to, I can play with you” and delivered preferred attention and escape from 

demands for 30 s. In addition, occurrences of elopement no longer resulted in access to preferred 

attention or escape from demands. Additionally, for Owen, if intervention effects were obtained 

in the isolated FCT+EXT or synthesized FCT+EXT condition, the experimenter reversed to 

baseline then back to the isolated or synthesized FCT+EXT condition for experimental control. If 

intervention effects were not obtained in the isolated or synthesized FCT+EXT conditions, the 

experimenter progressed to the next condition.  

Next, we evaluated whether the effects of synthesized FCT+EXT would generalize to the 

isolated escape and isolated attention contingencies, as well as whether previously taught 

isolated FCRs (for attention or escape) would occur. During isolated test sessions, procedures 

were similar to isolated escape and isolated attention baseline conditions except contingent on 

Owen saying, “my way” the experimenter delivered the programmed contingency. That is, in 

isolated tangible sessions, the experimenter said, “Ok you can have it” and provided access to 

high-preferred tangibles for 30 s. In the isolated attention sessions, the experimenter said, “I can 

play with you” and provided preferred attention for 30 s. In addition, occurrences of elopement 

no longer resulted in access to high-preferred tangibles or escape from demands.  

Furthermore, because of outcomes in initial isolated test sessions, and because we taught 

Owen isolated escape and isolated attention FCRs prior to teaching the synthesized FCR, we 
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made some modifications to the different isolated test sessions. First, in isolated attention 

sessions, we modified the contingencies such that the experimenter provided preferred attention 

contingent on the synthesized FCR or the isolated attention FCR. That is, if Owen said either, 

“my way” or “play with me,” the experimenter said, “I can play with you” and provided 

preferred attention for 30 s. Second, in isolated escape sessions, we modified the contingencies 

such that the experimenter provided access to escape from demands contingent on the 

synthesized FCR then preferred attention contingent upon the isolated attention FCR during the 

escape period. That is, if Owen said, “my way,” the experimenter said, “Ok you don’t have to” 

and delivered escape from demands for 30 s; however, if during the 30 s escape period Owen 

said, “play with me,” the experimenter said, “I can play with you” and delivered preferred 

attention for the remainder of the 30 s duration. Finally, we later made an additional modification 

prior to further isolated escape sessions in in which the experimenter provided pre-session 

prompts to teach Owen to emit the synthesized FCR for escape from demands then the isolated 

attention FCR for preferred attention. Additional information regarding reasons why these 

modifications were made are included in the results section as we discuss patterns of responding.  

Study 2 Results 

Figure 9 depicts tantrum behavior data as percent interval (top panel) and the percent 

occurrence during EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel) for Riley’s intervention evaluation. 

Tantrum behavior for Riley consisted of flopping, screaming, and foot stomping. The graph 

depicts FCT+EXT under the isolated tangible, isolated escape, and synthesized tangible and 

escape conditions. Results showed moderate levels of tantrum behavior across all conditions in 

baseline. With the implementation of synthesized FCT+EXT sessions, tantrum behavior 

decreased and high rates of independent synthesized FCRs occurred. In the isolated test phase, 

target behavior decreased and independent synthesized FCRs occurred at high rates under both 
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isolated conditions. Additionally, in the isolated escape test sessions, Riley sometimes emitted an 

isolated tangible FCR during the EO off period. With the return to baseline, tantrum behavior 

increased across all conditions. With the re-implementation of synthesized FCT+EXT sessions, 

tantrum behavior decreased and independent synthesized FCRs increased. In the second isolated 

test phase, tantrum behavior again decreased and independent synthesized FCRs occurred at high 

rates under both isolated conditions. Additionally, EO-on and EO-off results showed tantrum 

behavior occurred most frequently during the EO-on period across all conditions. 

Figure 10 depicts other problem behavior combined as percent interval (top panel) and 

percent occurrence during EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel), respectively. Other 

problem behavior for Riley consisted of property destruction and self-injury. Results showed 

other problem behavior infrequently occurred across conditions. Additionally, EO-on and EO-off 

results showed when other problem behavior occurred, it occurred exclusively during the EO-on 

period. 

Figure 11 depicts target behavior (i.e., precursor behavior and target problem behavior) 

data as percent interval (top panel) and the percent occurrence during EO-on and EO-off periods 

(bottom panel) for Madeline’s intervention evaluation. Precursor behavior for Madeline 

consisted of foot stomping, screeching, and negative vocalizations. Target problem behavior for 

Madeline consisted of physical aggression. The graph depicts FCT+EXT under the isolated 

tangible, isolated diverted-attention, and synthesized tangible and diverted-attention conditions. 

Results showed moderate levels of target behavior across all conditions in baseline. With the 

implementation of synthesized FCT+EXT sessions, target behavior decreased and high rates of 

independent synthesized FCRs occurred. In the isolated test phase, target behavior decreased and 

independent synthesized FCRs occurred at high rates when the isolated tangible EO was 
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presented; however, target behavior increased and independent isolated FCRs infrequently 

occurred when the isolated diverted-attention EO was presented. Additionally, Madeline did not 

emit any isolated FCRs for tangibles (e.g., “iPad, please”) or attention (e.g., “talk to me”) in the 

initial isolated test condition. With the return to baseline, target behavior increased across all 

conditions. With the re-implementation of synthesized FCT+EXT sessions, target behavior 

decreased and independent synthesized FCRs increased. In the second isolated test phase, target 

behavior again decreased and independent synthesized FCRs occurred at high rates when the 

isolated tangible EO was presented. Target behavior increased and synthesized FCRs 

infrequently occurred when the isolated diverted-attention EO was presented. Additionally, 

Madeline did not emit any isolated FCRs for tangibles (e.g., “iPad, please”) or attention (e.g., 

“talk to me”) in the second isolated test condition. With the implementation of isolated diverted-

attention FCT+EXT sessions, target behavior decreased and isolated diverted-attention FCRs 

were acquired and occurred at moderate rates. These results were replicated in a reversal design. 

Additionally, EO-on and EO-off results showed target behavior occurred most frequently during 

the EO-on period when the synthesized tangible and diverted-attention EO was presented in 

baseline; however, in the initial baseline phase, target behavior occurred during the EO-on and 

EO-off periods when the isolated tangible and isolated diverted-attention EO was presented. 

Additionally, in the isolated test phase, target behavior occurred exclusively during the EO-on 

period of the isolated diverted-attention sessions and exclusively during the EO-off period of the 

isolated tangible sessions. 

Figure 12 depicts combined precursor behavior as percent interval (top panel) and percent 

occurrence during EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel) for Madeline’s intervention 

evaluation. Precursor behavior for Madeline consisted of foot stomping, screeching, and negative 
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vocalizations. Results showed low levels of precursor behavior across all conditions in baseline. 

With the implementation of synthesized FCT+EXT sessions, precursor behavior decreased over 

time. In the isolated test phase, low levels of precursor behavior occurred when the isolated 

tangible EO was presented; however, moderate levels of precursor behavior occurred with the 

isolated diverted-attention EO was presented. With the return to baseline, no occurrences of 

precursor behavior were observed. With the re-implementation of synthesized FCT+EXT 

sessions, precursor behavior rarely occurred. In the second isolated test phase, precursor 

behavior occurred at high levels when the isolated diverted-attention EO was presented. 

Precursor behavior occurred at the same level as the initial isolated test phase when the isolated 

tangible EO was presented. With the implementation of isolated diverted-attention FCT+EXT 

sessions, precursor behavior did not occur. These results were replicated with a reversal design. 

Additionally, EO-on and EO-off results showed precursor behavior occurred exclusively during 

the EO-on period in baseline. Additionally, precursor behavior occurred exclusively during the 

EO-on period of the isolated diverted-attention test condition and exclusively during the EO-off 

period of the isolated tangible test condition.  

Figure 13 depicts elopement data for Emmett’s intervention evaluation (split across two 

panels). The top panel depicts baseline, synthesized FCT+EXT, and isolated test conditions. 

Results showed short latencies to elopement across all baseline conditions. With the 

implementation of synthesized FCT+EXT sessions, elopement did not occur and high rates of 

independent synthesized FCRs occurred. In the isolated test phase, the synthesized FCR occurred 

across all conditions, and elopement did not occur in the isolated attention and isolated tangible 

sessions; however, elopement did occur during the isolated escape sessions. With the return to 

baseline, elopement occurred at short latencies across all conditions. With the re-implementation 
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of synthesized FCT+EXT sessions, elopement did not occur and independent synthesized FCRs 

increased. In the second isolated test phase, elopement occurred at short latencies in the isolated 

escape sessions and did not occur in the isolated attention or isolated tangible sessions. With the 

implementation of escape FCT+EXT sessions, elopement did not occur in the attention sessions; 

however, continued to occur at variable latencies in the tangible sessions. Additionally, high 

rates of synthesized, isolated attention, and isolated tangible FCRs occurred. Because elopement 

continued to occur in the tangible sessions, experimenters began providing both access to 

preferred tangibles and access to preferred attention during the break from demand period 

contingent on the emittance of both isolated FCRs following the emittance of the synthesized 

FCR at session #90. Results showed elopement did not occur and high rates of synthesized, 

isolated tangible, and isolated attention FCRs occurred. 

Figure 14 depicts elopement data for Emmett as a rate measure (top panel) and percent 

occurrence during EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel). Results showed elopement 

occurred at high rates in all baseline conditions. With the implementation of synthesized 

FCT+EXT sessions, no elopement occurred. With the implementation of isolated test sessions, 

elopement occurred at low rates during the isolated attention and isolated tangible sessions; 

however, occurred at moderate to high rates in the isolated escape sessions. With the 

implementation of escape FCT+EXT, elopement occurred at moderate rates in the tangible 

sessions until we began providing access to tangibles and attention contingent on isolated FCRs. 

Following this change, elopement occurred once at a moderate rate then did not occur in 

following sessions. Additionally, EO-on and EO-off results showed elopement mostly occurred 

in EO-on periods across conditions in baseline. In the isolated test phase, elopement occurred 

primarily in the EO-off period of the isolated escape test sessions. 
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Figure 15 depicts other problem behavior combined as percent interval (top panel) and 

percent occurrence during EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel), respectively. Other 

problem behavior for Emmett consisted of physical aggression and self-injury. Results showed 

other problem behavior occurred at low percentages across all conditions; however most 

frequently occurred during the isolated escape and isolated tangible sessions. Additionally, EO-

on and EO-off results showed other problem behavior occurred during both the EO-on and EO-

off periods of the isolated escape and isolated tangible conditions.  

Figure 16 depicts elopement data for Owen’s intervention evaluation (split across two 

panels). The top panel depicts baseline and FCT+EXT phases for isolated escape, isolated 

attention, and synthesized escape and attention contingencies. Results showed short latencies to 

elopement across all baseline conditions. With the implementation of isolated escape and 

isolated attention FCT+EXT sessions, high rates of independent isolated FCRs occurred; 

however, elopement continued to occur at variable latencies across conditions. With the 

implementation of synthesized escape and attention FCT+EXT sessions, elopement did not occur 

and high levels of independent synthesized FCRs occurred. These results were replicated using a 

reversal design (first two phases of bottom panel).  

Although Owen had already been taught isolated escape and isolated attention FCRs, 

following the final synthesized FCT+EXT condition, experimenters evaluated whether the 

synthesized FCR would generalize to the isolated escape and isolated attention condition. 

Additionally, experimenters were interested in whether previously trained isolated FCRs would 

occur in these sessions. Therefore, experimenters conducted an isolated test phase (bottom panel) 

with Owen. Results showed high rates of synthesized FCRs; however, elopement continued to 

occur at variable latencies across isolated test conditions. Additionally, Owen emitted the 
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isolated attention FCR in both the isolated escape and isolated attention conditions. Therefore, 

experimenters began providing preferred attention for both synthesized FCRs and isolated 

attention FCRs at session #66 of the isolated attention condition. Results of this change showed 

high rates of synthesized FCRs across both isolated escape and attention conditions, no 

occurrences of isolated attention FCRs in the isolated attention condition, and high rates of 

isolated attention FCRs in the isolated escape condition. Additionally, elopement did not occur in 

the isolated attention conditions; however, did continue to occur at variable latencies in the 

isolated escape condition. Because, in the isolated escape condition, Owen was emitting the 

synthesized FCR to get access to a break then emitting the isolated attention FCR in an attempt 

to get access to preferred attention from the experimenter, experimenters began providing 

preferred attention for isolated attention FCRs that occurred during the EO-off period at session 

#70. That is, Owen had to first emit the synthesized FCR to escape demands then emit the 

isolated attention FCR to receive access to preferred attention during the escape period. Results 

showed high rates of synthesized FCRs maintained during the isolated escape and isolated 

attention conditions; however, Owen did not emit any isolated attention FCRs in either condition 

and continued to engage in elopement during the isolated escape condition. Elopement did not 

occur in the isolated attention condition. Experimenters hypothesized Owen was no longer 

emitting the isolated attention FCR in the isolated escape conditions as their emittance had 

previously not resulted in reinforcement. Therefore, experimenters conducted pre-session 

prompts prior to the isolated escape condition. That is, prior to beginning session #74 of the 

isolated test escape condition, experimenters presented the evocative situation, and a second 

experimenter immediately (i.e., 0 s delay) prompted the synthesized FCR of “my way.” 

Contingent on Owen saying, “my way,” escape from demands was provided and the second 
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experimenter immediately (i.e., 0 s delay) prompted the isolated attention FCR of “play with 

me.” Experimenters increased the time delay within pre-session following two consecutive EO 

presentations at the current delay and was thinned as followed: 0, 5, 10 s. Once Owen was 

reliably emitting independent synthesized FCRs and independent isolated attention FCRs, 

isolated test sessions resumed. After this change, results showed high rates of synthesized FCRs 

maintained and moderate to high rates of isolated attention FCRs occurred across both 

conditions. Additionally, elopement infrequently occurred and when it did, latencies were much 

longer than in baseline conditions.  

Figure 17 depicts elopement data for Owen as a rate measure (top panel) and percent 

occurrence during EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel). Results showed elopement 

occurred at low rates across all conditions excluding baseline. That is, Owen’s baseline data 

came from his latency-based FAs thus the rate of elopement in baseline conditions is not 

depicted. Additionally, EO-on and EO-off results showed elopement occurred during both the 

EO-on and EO-off periods of the isolated escape and isolated attention FCT+EXT conditions; 

however, following exposure to the synthesized escape and attention contingency, elopement 

occurred primarily during the EO-off periods of the isolated test condition.  

Figure 18 depicts other problem behavior combined as percent interval (top panel) and 

percent occurrence during EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel), respectively. Other 

problem behavior for Owen consisted of flopping, property destruction, and physical aggression. 

Results showed other problem behavior occurred at high percentages in the isolated escape and 

isolated attention FCT+EXT conditions. Additionally, EO-on and EO-off results showed other 

problem behavior occurred during both the EO-on and EO-off periods of the isolated escape 

condition and primarily during the EO-on period of the isolated attention condition. 
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Discussion 

The current study replicated the results of Holehan et al. (2020) with regard to the 

necessity of synthesized contingencies in FAs. In addition, we evaluated the extent to which 

synthesized contingencies in FAs resulted in iatrogenic effects and examined within-session 

analyses of FA outcomes. Finally, we evaluated the efficacy of interventions based on the 

outcomes of isolated and synthesized contingency FAs and extended previous research (Tsami & 

Lerman, 2019) by evaluating the generalization of synthesized functional communication 

responses under isolated contingencies. Results of Study 1 suggested that all four participants 

FAs were differentiated in at least one of their initial (i.e., prior to exposure to the synthesized 

contingency) two or three isolated FAs. Synthesized FAs were differentiated for all four 

participants. That is, for Riley, the initial isolated tangible and isolated escape FAs showed 

differentiated responding. For Madeline, the initial isolated tangible and isolated diverted-

attention FAs showed differentiated responding. For Emmett, the initial isolated tangible, 

isolated escape, and isolated attention FAs showed differentiated responding. For Owen, the 

initial isolated attention FA showed differentiated responding. Furthermore, in Study 2 

synthesized FCT+EXT was effective for increasing FCRs and decreasing target behavior for all 

participants; however, the synthesized FCR did not generalize to isolated contingencies for three 

of the four participants. That is, for Riley intervention effects of synthesized FCT+EXT did 

generalize to both the isolated tangible and isolated escape test conditions. For Madeline, the 

effects of synthesized FCT+EXT did generalize to the isolated tangible contingency; however, 

did not generalize to the isolated diverted-attention contingency. For Emmett, the effects of 

synthesized FCT+EXT did generalize to the isolated tangible and isolated attention test 

conditions; however, not the isolated escape test condition. For Owen, intervention effects of 
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synthesized FCT+EXT did not generalize to either the isolated escape or isolated attention 

contingency.  

Results of the comparison of isolated and synthesized FAs were similar to the results of 

Holehan et al. (2020) in that at least one isolated FA showed differentiated responding. Thus, 

although we showed differentiated responding in the synthesized FA for all four participants, the 

results replicated previous research suggesting that synthesized contingencies were not necessary 

to produce differentiated responding in FAs. For example, for Riley, Madeline, and Emmett it is 

possible that their target behavior is maintained by multiple control (i.e., tangible, escape, 

attention; tangible, diverted attention; tangible, escape) but synthesizing those contingencies is 

not necessary. For Owen, it is possible his target behavior was only maintained by one isolated 

variable and synthesizing that variable with other variables that may occur in the natural 

environment is not necessary.  

Holehan et al. (2020) is one of the few synthesized FA articles to report reinforcing both 

precursor behavior and target problem behavior in isolated and synthesized FAs. To further 

expand the literature on precursor behavior in synthesized FAs, the current study involved 

reinforcing both precursor and target problem behavior in isolated and synthesized FAs; 

however, only one of our participants’ IAs (Madeline) identified precursor behavior. Our results 

suggested that Madeline initially engaged in more precursor behavior in the isolated tangible and 

isolated diverted-attention FAs; however, during the synthesized FA she engaged in more target 

problem behavior. Additionally, following the initial synthesized FA Madeline engaged in 

similar levels of precursor behavior and target problem behavior across FAs. Specifically, 

precursor behavior and target problem behavior typically co-occurred (e.g., negative vocalization 

and aggression occurred at the same time). Given minimal participants IAs identified precursor 
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behavior in Holehan al. (2020) and in the current study, research is still needed to determine the 

prevalence of precursor behavior found via IAs, as well as the degree to which precursors occur 

during FAs. Future research might also determine if the outcomes of isolated versus synthesized 

FAs are influenced by the occurrence of precursors or the degree to which precursors occur in 

FAs. 

In the current study, results of the IAs were used to inform structured observations and 

FA conditions for each participant. Specifically, experimenters were interested in examining the 

degree to which results of structured observations (Greer et al., 2020) coincide with the results of 

IAs and FAs. Across participants, the structured observation correctly identified four of the nine 

(44.4%) relevant contingencies from the IA. That is, for all four participants, the structured 

observation showed differentiated responding (i.e., correspondence) in only one of the isolated 

contingencies identified in the IA. Additionally, results of the structured observation correctly 

identified four of the eight (50%) relevant contingencies from the FA. For Riley, Madeline, and 

Emmett the structured observation showed correspondence with one of the two or three isolated 

contingencies identified as a maintaining variable in the FA. For Owen, the structured 

observation showed exact correspondence with the results of the initial isolated FA. 

Interestingly, the results of the current study suggest there was a higher correspondence between 

the IA and FA outcomes. That is, across participants, the IA correctly identified eight out of the 

nine (88.8%) maintaining variables identified in the FA. Specifically, Riley, Madeline, and 

Emmett’s IAs correctly identified all relevant isolated contingencies shown to maintain precursor 

behavior (when applicable) and target problem behavior in the FA; however, Owen’s IA 

identified one relevant isolated variable and one irrelevant isolated variable (i.e., false-positive) 

shown to maintain elopement in his FA. These data suggest it may be more efficient to forgo a 
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structured observation and design FA conditions solely based on IA outcomes. Although 

forgoing a structured observation may be more efficient, one limitation of the Greer et al. 

methodology is that participants are only exposed to each segment of the analysis twice and for a 

relatively short period of time. Although, structured observations are meant be relatively short, it 

is possible their results do not produce high correspondence with FA results due to limited 

exposure to the contingency. Future research might evaluate the degree to which various 

structured observation methodologies (e.g., session duration, repeated exposure) produce 

correspondence with IA and FA outcomes. 

The current study provided additional information regarding the occurrence of precursor 

behavior, target problem behavior, and other problem behavior identified in the IA. That is, 

although contingencies were not placed on other problem behavior identified in the IA, we 

collected data on any other problem behavior identified to gain additional information regarding 

a response class. That is, if other problem behavior occurred at higher levels in isolated or 

synthesized test conditions as compared to the control condition, a functional variable could be 

hypothesized. Although Riley and Madeline’s IAs identified other problem behavior, these 

behaviors occurred infrequently in their FAs. It is possible that Riley and Madeline’s other 

problem behavior typically occurs in a hierarchy or chain following occurrences of precursor 

behavior or target problem behavior. For example, Riley’s IA suggested property destruction and 

SIB as her only other problem behavior; however, we observed only one occurrence of property 

destruction and no occurrences of SIB across FAs. It is possible because we reinforced her target 

problem behavior of tantrums, other problem behavior did not occur. Madeline’s IA suggested 

SIB as her only other problem behavior; however, we observed no occurrences of SIB across 

FAs. It is possible because we reinforced her precursor behavior (negative vocalizations, foot 
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stomping, or screeching) and her target behavior of physical aggression, we never saw self-injury 

because the less effortful and less severe precursor behavior and target problem behavior resulted 

in reinforcement. Emmett’s IA identified physical aggression as one type of other problem 

behavior he engaged in. Emmett’s FA results suggested physical aggression occurred at shorter 

latencies and a higher percentage of intervals in the initial isolated escape and isolated attention 

FAs suggesting a potential functional variable. Furthermore, flopping was identified as one type 

of other problem behavior in Owen’s IA. Owen’s FA results suggested flopping occurred at 

shorter latencies and a higher percentage of intervals in the synthesized escape and attention FA 

suggesting a potential functional variable. Additionally, experimenters noted flopping occurred 

primarily during the full physical prompt back to the previous room following target behavior. 

Future research might determine the prevalence of other problem behavior found via IAs, the 

degree to which other problem behavior occurs during FAs, and the degree to which results of 

FAs in which contingencies were not placed on other problem behavior match the results of FAs 

in which contingencies are placed on other problem behavior. Future research might also 

determine if the outcomes of isolated versus synthesized FAs are influenced by the occurrence of 

other problem behavior or the degree to which other problem behavior occurs in FAs. 

One interesting aspect of Study 1 is that it compared isolated and synthesized FAs for 

two participants who engaged in elopement which has been addressed in few published studies 

(e.g., Boyle et al., 2020; Jessel et al., 2018). Results of the current study did not match the results 

of Boyle et al. (2020) or Jessel et al. (2018). That is, in both previous studies, occurrences of 

elopement only occurred in the synthesized test condition as compared to the control condition. 

In the current study, Emmett eloped only in the synthesized test condition as compared to the 

control condition, whereas Owen eloped in both the synthesized test and control conditions. 
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Additionally, for Owen, elopement occurred in both the test and control conditions in the isolated 

attention and isolated escape FAs. Given that elopement occurred in control conditions across 

these isolated escape and attention FAs, we hypothesized that Owen’s behavior was not 

discriminating the contingencies across test and control conditions. This may have been likely 

because sessions were terminated following the occurrence of elopement, and thus Owen was not 

repeatedly exposed to the contingencies in each condition. Thus, we conducted a reversal design 

in which we presented sequential test and control conditions for isolated attention, isolated 

escape, and synthesized attention and escape (i.e., five test sessions, then five control sessions). 

For Emmett, elopement occurred in both the test and control conditions in the isolated escape 

and isolated tangible conditions. Given the isolated escape control condition presents similarly to 

the isolated attention test condition (e.g., no attention, no alternative or appropriate behavior to 

engage in), we added moderately preferred tangibles and delivered noncontingent neutral 

attention every 30 s in Emmett’s isolated escape control condition. Following this change, 

elopement continued to occur in isolated escape control conditions therefore, we made changes 

to Emmett’s methodology by presenting sequential test and control conditions for isolated 

tangible, isolated escape, isolated attention, and synthesized tangible, escape, and attention. 

These results suggest the limitations a condition-specific control condition may present 

especially when conducting a latency-based FA assessing behavior such as elopement. For 

example, an isolated attention condition-specific control condition may present as an isolated 

attention or ignore test condition. That is, because attention is removed and there is no 

opportunity to engage in a more appropriate or alternative behavior, the isolated attention EO 

may be in place. Additionally, with a latency-based FA sessions terminate following the first 

occurrence of elopement; therefore, participants are not repeatedly exposed to session 
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contingencies which may result in poor discrimination across conditions. Future research might 

examine the conditions under which an omnibus control condition (i.e., all social variables) or a 

condition-specific control condition are appropriate in FAs.  

Results from our isolated and synthesized contingency FAs were similar to Retzlaff et al. 

(2020) suggesting an iatrogenic effect. That is, by combining a functional reinforcer with a 

nonfunctional, but highly preferred stimulus a novel function may be induced. Specifically, 

Owen did not engage in elopement in the initial isolated escape FA; however, following 

differentiated responding in the synthesized escape and attention FA, Owen engaged in short 

latencies to elopement in subsequent isolated escape FAs. Specifically, Owen’s results suggested 

the addition of the nonfunctional, but preferred consequence (i.e., escape) to the pre-existing 

contingency of attention which was shown to maintain short latencies to elopement ensured 

elopement came in to frequent contact with the new, nonfunctional, but preferred stimulus of 

escape from demands. The multiple response-reinforcer contact created by synthesized 

contingencies increased the likelihood a new function of isolated escape would be induced 

(Retzlaff et al., 2020). These results support the notion that synthesized contingencies may be 

more susceptible to iatrogenic effects when an isolated contingency maintains the target behavior 

and the analysis exposes that target behavior to one or more additional putative reinforcement 

contingencies (i.e., synthesized contingency; Retzlaff et al., 2020; Rooker et al., 2011; Shirley et 

al., 1999; Tiger & Effertz, 2020). Although Owen’s data suggest an iatrogenic effect occurred, 

there is a limitation with his FA. That is, we did not replicate Owen’s isolated FAs prior to the 

synthesized FA, thus we cannot determine whether a history of the synthesized escape and 

tangible contingency influenced the occurrence of elopement in the subsequent isolated escape 

FAs. This limitation resulted in changing our methodology to include a reversal design to 
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replicate the effects of isolated contingencies prior to conducting the synthesized contingency FA 

for the remaining participants when relevant. However, given that three of our four participants 

showed differentiated responding in all isolated FAs prior to the synthesized FA, the possibility 

of an iatrogenic effect could not be assessed. Future research is needed on the notion of 

iatrogenic effects in synthesized FAs. Additionally, future research might examine the degree to 

which iatrogenic effects occur in isolated FAs. For example, it is possible prolonged exposure to 

isolated contingencies result in an iatrogenic effect (e.g., tangible). 

We conducted within-session analyses for Riley and Madeline’s FAs to examine the 

degree to which results suggested the importance of synthesized contingencies (e.g., Call & 

Lomas Mevers, 2014; Roane et al., 1999). That is, if precursor behavior or target problem 

behavior persisted in the EO-off periods of isolated contingency FAs but ceased in the EO-off 

periods of synthesized contingency FAs, it would suggest the combination of the two isolated 

contingencies (i.e., synthesis) was maintaining precursor behavior or target problem behavior. 

Within-session analysis results for Riley and Madeline showed precursor behavior or target 

problem behavior occurred exclusively during the EO-on period of the initial isolated and 

synthesized FAs. However, following exposure to the synthesized contingency Madeline’s 

within-session analysis results showed target behavior occurred during the EO-on and EO-off 

periods of the subsequent isolated tangible and isolated diverted-attention FAs. These data 

suggest following exposure to the synthesized contingency, access to preferred tangibles in 

isolation or the delivery of preferred attention in isolation no longer resulted in target behavior 

ceasing which provide additional support for the notion of an iatrogenic effect. That is, prior to 

the synthesized tangible and diverted-attention FA, only an isolated EO was present for the 

tangible and diverted-attention contingencies. Specifically, target behavior ceased when isolated 
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tangibles or isolated attention was provided. However, following the synthesized tangible and 

diverted-attention FA, target behavior no longer ceased when tangibles or diverted attention was 

provided in isolation. Although Madeline’s results are clear, we were only able to conduct 

within-session analyses for two of our four participants given the topography of target problem 

behavior and FA methodology used. Future research might continue to examine the degree to 

which within-session analysis results suggest the importance of synthesized contingencies and 

the possibility of iatrogenic effects. 

Results of our FCT+EXT evaluation in Study 2 also support the notion that synthesis was 

not necessary for three of the four participants for which differentiated responding was observed 

in the synthesized contingency. That is, Riley’s synthesized FCT+EXT was effective for all 

isolated contingencies. Madeline’s synthesized FCT+EXT was similarly effective as her 

diverted-attention FCT+EXT. Emmett’s synthesized FCT+EXT was only effective in the 

isolated attention and isolated tangible test sessions and not in the isolated escape test sessions. 

Owen’s synthesized FCT+EXT was only effective in synthesized FCT+EXT and not in the 

escape FCT+EXT or attention FCT+EXT. Given the differing results of the current study and 

that only a few studies have compared interventions based on isolated contingencies to those 

based on synthesized contingencies, additional evaluations are necessary and would add to the 

current literature.  

Our intervention analysis also replicated and extended Tsami and Lerman (2019) by 

examining the extent to which synthesized intervention effects generalize to situations with 

isolated establishing operations, discriminative stimuli, and consequences. For three of our four 

participants, results showed synthesized FCRs did not generalize to all isolated variables. That is, 

for Riley, following the synthesized FCT+EXT condition, she continued to emit synthesized 
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FCRs in the isolated tangible and isolated escape sessions suggesting the FCR did generalize. 

For Madeline, following the synthesized FCT+EXT condition, she continued to emit synthesized 

FCRs in the isolated tangible sessions and target behavior decreased suggesting the synthesized 

FCR generalized to the isolated tangible contingency. However, Madeline did not emit 

synthesized FCRs in the isolated diverted-attention sessions and target behavior reemerged 

suggesting the synthesized FCR did not generalize to the isolated diverted-attention contingency. 

Furthermore, we only saw intervention effects for the isolated diverted-attention contingency 

when an isolated diverted-attention FCR was taught in the diverted-attention FCT+EXT 

condition. For Emmett, following the synthesized FCT+EXT condition, he continued to emit 

synthesized FCRs to get access to preferred tangibles, escape from demands, and preferred 

attention in the isolated test phase; however, he also engaged in short latencies and high rates of 

elopement in the isolated escape sessions. Furthermore, we only saw intervention effects for the 

isolated escape contingency when we provided access to preferred tangibles and preferred 

attention contingent on the isolated tangible and isolated attention FCRs during the escape from 

demand period in the isolated escape session. For Owen, following the synthesized FCT+EXT 

condition, he continued to emit synthesized FCRs to get access to escape from demands and 

preferred attention in the isolated test phase; however, he also engaged in short latencies to and 

high rates of elopement in the isolated escape and isolated attention sessions. Furthermore, we 

only saw intervention effects for the isolated escape and isolated attention contingencies when 

we provided access to preferred attention contingent on the synthesized FCR or the isolated 

attention FCR and when we provided access to preferred attention contingent on the isolated 

attention FCR during the escape from demand period in the isolated escape sessions. These data 

suggest synthesizing contingencies during FCT+EXT might establish restricted stimulus control 
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leading to a decrease in alternative communication responses and an increase in target behavior 

when isolated contingencies are presented (Tsami & Lerman, 2019).  

We conducted within-session analyses for all participants intervention evaluation to 

examine the degree to which results suggested the importance of synthesized contingencies (e.g., 

Call & Lomas Mevers, 2014; Roane et al., 1999). That is, if precursor behavior or target problem 

behavior persisted in the EO-off periods of isolated contingency intervention but ceased in the 

EO-off periods of synthesized contingency intervention, it would suggest the combination of the 

two isolated contingencies (i.e., synthesis) was maintaining precursor behavior and/or target 

problem behavior. Within-session analysis results for Riley showed tantrum behavior occurred 

exclusively during the EO-on periods of all conditions suggesting a synthesized contingency was 

not necessary for Riley. Within-session analysis results for Madeline showed target behavior 

occurred primarily during the EO-on periods of the synthesized FCT+EXT. However, in the 

isolated test tangible and diverted-attention sessions, target behavior occurred exclusively during 

the EO-on period of diverted-attention sessions and exclusively during the EO-off period of 

tangible sessions suggesting an isolated diverted-attention FCR be taught or that synthesis is 

necessary. Within-session analysis results for Emmett showed elopement occurred during the 

EO-on and EO-off periods of the escape and tangible FCT+EXT conditions. However, following 

exposure to synthesized FCT+EXT, Emmett’s within-session analysis results showed elopement 

occurred during primarily during the EO-off periods of the isolated test escape and tangible 

sessions suggesting access to escape from demands or preferred tangibles in isolation does not 

terminate elopement. Owen showed elopement occurred during the EO-on and EO-off periods of 

the escape and attention FCT+EXT conditions. However, following exposure to synthesized 

FCT+EXT, Owen’s within-session analysis results showed elopement occurred during primarily 
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the EO-off periods of the isolated test escape and attention sessions suggesting synthesis was 

necessary to produce intervention effects.  

Although the results of our study are clear, there are some limitations worth mentioning. 

One limitation is that due to COVID-19, the University paused all in-person research delaying 

the start of the study therefore, we have only included a small number of participants in the 

current study. Furthermore, the second limitation of the current study is that Owen was our initial 

and pilot participant, therefore his FA and intervention procedures were different from the other 

participants making it difficult to compare his results and make assumptions regarding his data. 

Finally, we did not conduct a social validity assessment for our FA or intervention procedures. 

That is, it would be interesting to examine caregiver and stakeholder perspectives regarding the 

utility, practicality, and preferred methodology (i.e., isolated or synthesized) for FAs and 

interventions. 

In summary, results of the current study suggest that although responding was 

differentiated in synthesized FAs for all four participants, synthesized contingencies were not 

necessary to show functional relations between target behavior and environmental events for 

three of the four participants and potentially the fourth (Owen); however, for Owen, his data 

suggest that elopement is either only maintained by isolated attention, maintained by synthesized 

escape and attention, or likely to happen in isolated escape contexts because they are 

discriminative for access to attention. Additionally, it is possible exposure to synthesized 

contingencies may induce a new function. Furthermore, synthesized FCT+EXT effects did not 

generalize to isolated contingencies for four out of the nine isolated maintaining variables across 

two participants. Thus, future research is needed to determine the conditions under which 

synthesized FAs and interventions may be most useful. 
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Table 1 

Participant Characteristics  

Participant Age 

(yrs) 

Sex Race Diag

-

nosi

s 

Expressive 

Language 

Target 

Problem 

Behavior 

Precursor 

Behavior 

Riley 2 F Caucasian Non

e 

Sentences 

containing 

five or more 

words 

Tantrum NA 

Madeline 5 F Biracial 

(African 

American/ 

Caucasian)  

AS

D 

Three- to 

four-word 

phrases 

Physical 

Aggression 

Foot 

stomping, 

Screeching, 

Negative 

Vocalizatio-

ns 

Emmett 5 M Caucasian  Non

e 

Four- to five-

word phrases 

Elopement NA 

Owen 5 M Caucasian  AS

D 

Four- to five-

word phrases 

Elopement NA 
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Table 2 

Participant-Specific Behavior 

Participa

nt 

Precurs

or 

Behavio

r 

Precurso

r  

Behavior  

Definitio

n 

 

 

 

Target 

Problem  

Behavior 

 

 

Target 

Problem  

Behavior  

Definitio

n 

Other 

Proble

m 

Behavio

r 

Other 

Problem 

Behavior      

Definition 

 

Riley 

 

 

None NA Tantrum Any 

occurrenc

e of the 

following 

behavior 

(a) 

Flopping 

: any 

instance 

or 

attempt to 

drop from 

a 

standing 

position 

or 

bucking 

back 

from a 

sitting 

position, 

(b) 

Screamin

g: any 

instance 

of a 

vocalizati

on above 

normal 

convo 

level for 

any 

period of 

time, (c) 

Foot 

stomp: 

Property 

Destruction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Self-Injury 

Any 

attempt or 

occurrence 

of ripping 

or 

crumbling 

paper/stim

uli or 

throwing 

items on 

the floor  

 

Any 

attempt or 

instance of 

forceful 

contact 

between 

participant 

and 

themselves 

or surface 

that could 

result in 

injury 
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same 

definition 

as above 

 

Madelin

e 

 

Foot 

stomp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screech 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Negativ

e Vocs 

 

 

 

 

Any 

instance 

of 

bringing 

one or 

both feet 

down 

forcibly 

making 

contact 

with the 

ground 

 

Any 

instance 

of a 

discrete 

high-

pitched 

vocalizat

ion (e.g., 

shriek) 

 

Any 

occurren

ce of a 

minimu

m of 3 s 

of 

crying, 

screamin

g, 

whining, 

or 

sounds 

 

Aggressi

on 

 

Any 

instance 

of 

forcibly 

making 

contact 

between 

any part 

of the 

participan

ts body 

and the 

body of 

another 

person, 

including 

actions 

with 

objects 

towards 

other 

people 

that could 

result in 

injury 

 

 

Self-Injury 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Same 

definition 

as above 
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of 

distress 

(stop 

scoring 

when 

occurren

ce 

ceases) 

 

Emmett None 

 

 

 

NA 

 

 

Elopeme

nt 

Any 

instance 

or 

attempt 

of the 

participan

t’s body 

passing 

through 

the 

threshold 

of the 

middle 

session 

room 

door 

(excludes 

main 

door used 

to enter 

room) 

 

Self-Injury 

 

 

 

 

Aggression 

Same 

definition 

as above 

 

 

Same 

definition 

as above 

Owen None NA Elopeme

nt 

Same 

definition 

as above 

 

Property 

Destruction 

 

 

Flopping 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aggression 

 

Same 

definition 

as above 

 

Any 

attempt or 

occurrence 

of changing 

from a 

standing or 

sitting 

position to 

the floor 
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Same 

definition 

as above 
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Table 3 

Participant-Specific Functional Analyses (FA) 

Participant Isolated FA 1 Isolated FA 2 Isolated FA 3 Synthesized FA 

Riley Tangible Escape NA Tangible & Escape 

Madeline Tangible Diverted Attention NA Tangible & Diverted 

Attention 

Emmett Tangible Escape Attention  Escape & Tangible 

& Attention 

Owen Escape Attention NA Escape & Attention 

 

Note. Bolded FAs indicate the variables(s) maintains target behavior. 
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Figure 1 

Percentage of intervals with tantrum behavior during test and control conditions (top panel) and 

percentage of occurrence of tantrum behavior during EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel) 

 

Note. Isolated tangible, isolated escape, and synthesized tangible and escape FAs for Riley. 
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Figure 2 

Percentage of intervals with combined other problem behavior during test and control 

conditions (top panel) and percentage of occurrence of combined other problem behavior during 

EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel) 

 

Note. Isolated tangible, isolated escape, and synthesized tangible and escape FAs for Riley. 
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Figure 3 

Percentage of intervals with target behavior during test and control conditions (top panel) and 

percentage of occurrence of target behavior during EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel) 

 

Note. Isolated tangible, isolated diverted-attention, and synthesized tangible and diverted-

attention FAs for Madeline. 
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Figure 4 

Percentage of intervals with combined precursor behavior during test and control conditions 

(top panel) and percentage of occurrence of combined precursor behavior during EO-on and 

EO-off periods (bottom panel) 
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Note. Isolated tangible, isolated diverted-attention, and synthesized tangible and diverted-

attention FAs for Madeline. 
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Figure 5 

Latency to elopement during test and control conditions  

 

Note. Isolated tangible, isolated escape, isolated attention, and synthesized tangible, escape, and 

attention FAs for Emmett. 
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Figure 6 

Latency to combined other problem behavior during test and control conditions (top panel) and 

percentage of intervals with combined other problem behavior during test and control conditions 

(bottom panel) 

 

Note. Isolated tangible, isolated escape, isolated attention, and synthesized tangible, escape, and 

attention FAs for Emmett.  
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Figure 7 

Latency to elopement during test and control conditions  

 

Note. Isolated escape, isolated attention, and synthesized escape and attention FAs for Owen. 
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Figure 8 

Latency to combined other problem behavior during test and control conditions (top panel) and 

percentage of intervals with combined other problem behavior during test and control conditions 

(bottom panel) 
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Note. Isolated escape, isolated attention, and synthesized escape and attention FAs for Owen. 
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Figure 9 

Percentage of intervals with tantrum behavior and responses per minute of functional 

communication responses during intervention conditions (top panel) and percentage of 

occurrence of tantrum behavior during EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel) 

 

Note: Baseline, synthesized tangible and escape FCT+EXT and isolated tangible and isolated 

escape test FCT+EXT conditions for Riley. 
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Figure 10 

Percentage of intervals with combined other problem behavior during intervention conditions 

(top panel) and percentage of occurrence of combined other problem behavior during EO-on 

and EO-off periods (bottom panel) 
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Note: Baseline, synthesized tangible and escape FCT+EXT, and isolated tangible and isolated 

escape test FCT+EXT conditions for Riley. 
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Figure 11 

Percentage of intervals with target behavior and responses per minute of functional 

communication responses during intervention conditions (top panel) and percentage of 

occurrence of target behavior during EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel) 

 

Note: Baseline, synthesized tangible and diverted-attention FCT+EXT, isolated tangible and 

isolated diverted-attention test, and isolated diverted-attention FCT+EXT conditions for 

Madeline.   
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Figure 12 

Percentage of intervals with combined precursor behavior during intervention conditions (top 

panel) and percentage of occurrence of combined precursor behavior during EO-on and EO-off 

periods (bottom panel) 
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Note: Baseline, synthesized tangible and diverted-attention FCT+EXT, isolated tangible and 

isolated diverted-attention test, and isolated diverted-attention FCT+EXT conditions for 

Madeline. 
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Figure 13 

Latency to elopement and responses per minute of functional communication responses during 

intervention conditions   
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Note: Baseline, synthesized tangible, escape, and attention FCT+EXT, isolated tangible, isolated 

escape, and attention test conditions, and isolated escape FCT+EXT conditions for Emmett. All 

FCR data points with a black border were reinforced.  
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Figure 14 

Responses per minute of elopement during intervention conditions (top panel) and percentage of 

occurrence of elopement during EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel) 
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Note: Baseline, synthesized tangible, escape, and attention FCT+EXT, isolated tangible, isolated 

escape, and attention test conditions, and isolated escape FCT+EXT conditions for Emmett. 
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Figure 15 

Percentage of intervals with combined other problem behavior during intervention conditions 

(top panel) and percentage of occurrence of combined other problem behavior during EO-on 

and EO-off periods (bottom panel) 
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Note: Baseline, synthesized tangible, escape, and attention FCT+EXT, isolated tangible, isolated 

escape, and attention test conditions, and isolated escape FCT+EXT conditions for Emmett.  
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Figure 16 

Latency to elopement and responses per minute of functional communication responses during 

intervention conditions  

 

Note: Baseline, isolated escape FCT+EXT, isolated attention FCT+EXT, synthesized escape and 

attention FCT+EXT, and isolated escape and isolated attention test conditions for Owen. All 

FCR data points with a black border were reinforced. 
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Figure 17 

Responses per minute of elopement during intervention conditions (top panel) and percentage of 

occurrence of elopement during EO-on and EO-off periods (bottom panel) 

 

Note: Baseline, isolated escape FCT+EXT, isolated attention FCT+EXT, synthesized escape and 

attention FCT+EXT, and isolated escape and isolated attention test conditions for Owen. 
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Figure 18 

Percentage of intervals with combined other problem behavior during intervention conditions 

(top panel) and percentage of occurrence of combined other problem behavior during EO-on 

and EO-off periods (bottom panel) 

 

Note: Baseline, isolated escape FCT+EXT, isolated attention FCT+EXT, synthesized escape and 

attention FCT+EXT, and isolated escape and isolated attention test conditions for Owen. 
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Appendix A 

 

Informed Consent and HIPAA Authorization Form 
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Appendix B 

 

COVID-Specific Procedures 

 

Safety Procedure                        Date  

Person 

Completing 

the Form 

Implementation 

Status                 

2 = fully 

implemented                   

1 = partially 

implemented             

0 = not in place Comments 

PRIOR TO 

SESSION         

Sanitize surfaces         

Sanitize 

tangibles/toys         

Sanitize work 

materials         

Experimenter PPE         

Participant PPE         

Experimenter health 

screen         

Participant health 

screen        

Participant wash 

hands         

Experimenter wash 

hands         

          

DURING SESSION         

Social distancing in 

place         

          

FOLLOWING 

SESSION         

Sanitize surfaces         

Sanitize 

tangibles/toys         

Sanitize work 

materials         

Participant wash 

hands         

Experimenter wash 

hands         

   %  
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*If below 80%, 

safety procedures 

will be re-

addressed  
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Appendix C 

Updated COVID-Specific Procedures 

 

Safety Procedure                        Date  

Person 

Completing 

the Form 

Implementation 

Status                 

2 = fully 

implemented                   

1 = partially 

implemented             

0 = not in place Comments 

PRIOR TO 

SESSION         

Sanitize surfaces         

Sanitize 

tangibles/toys         

Sanitize work 

materials         

Experimenter PPE 

(i.e., face mask)         

Participant health 

screen        

Participant wash 

hands         

Experimenter wash 

hands         

          

FOLLOWING 

SESSION         

Sanitize surfaces         

Sanitize 

tangibles/toys         

Sanitize work 

materials         

Participant wash 

hands         

Experimenter wash 

hands         

   %  

   

*If below 80%, 

safety procedures 

will be re-

addressed  
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Appendix D 

 

Open-Ended Functional Assessment Interview 
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